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E. C. AEBOTT.
Appointed Judge for the Fourth District.
Edmund Clarence Abbott, colonel of
of Infantry, National Guard of New Mexico, district
attorney of the fifth district, representing Santa Fe, Taos and Torrance
counties, and who represented Taos
county In the 34th Legislative AssemIowa,
bly, Is a native of Glenwood,
born there August 8, 1871. In 1873 his
family moved to Newton, Kansas.
His early education was received In
the city schools of Sterling, Lyons
and Garden City, Kan. He entered
the Kansas State Agricultural College
In 1890, graduating with high honors
three years later. At this institution
lie rose to the rank of major of the
cadet battalion which by law wm attached to the Btate mllltla under the
Instruction of Captain E. B. Bolton,
23d United States infantry. He was
reared In a legal atmosphere, his
father being a prominent attorney and
Ifor several successive terms judge
Judicial district
of the twenty-seventIn Kansas.
Early In life he chose to
follow in the footsteps of his father

the First Regiment

and make the law his profession. After
leaving college he entered diligently
upon the study of his profession, and
was soon admitted to the bar, since
which time he has been In the active
practice of law at Trinidad, and, for
the past four years, has resided In tne
Red River section of Taos county
whprn he has large mining and mer
cantile Interests, and which divide his
time with the practice of his profession.
Mr. Abbott made a most capable
and painstaking member of the legislative assembly. He was a leader on
the floor of the House, chairman of
the committee on the Judiciary and
several other Important committees;
was quick to see a legislative point,
and make the most of It; and made a
record of which he and his many
friends may well feel proud.
Colonel Aboott has always been a
loyal Republican and has shown especial interest in the National Ouard.
He was colonol on Governor Curry's
.'. ;
staff.
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STATEHOOD AND

Jest of a Democrat Causes Has Roswell's Postmaster
Confirmed Two Hours
Titter to Run Around
After Appointment

Venerable Body
SUBSTITUTE

N

BILL PAYNE TO ANSWER

BEVERDIGE

for
Introduced in House With Re-- Day to Be Set on Friday
Vote on New Mexico Statecommendation of Committee
hood Bill.
on Agriculture.

,
.

.
'

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, April . Again, when
the statehood bill was called on the
calendar, Senator Bols, of Idaho, asked what right Senator Beveridge had.
to take the statehood report to Indl-ana to revUe'and change it to suit
himself Instead of letting It go to the
printer In the regular order. Senator
Hale of Maine, made an attempt to
defend Beveridge in his action. A
Democratic member said that he understood It that Beveridge wanted to
make his report a plank In the Indiana state Republican platform. There
was lnughter and merriment In the
Senate, press and other galleries. Beveridge, by his action, Is causing
strong sentiment In the Senate, and
the Senate Is anything but friendly to
him.

Bill.
Substitute
April' 5. A substitute
Washington,
'
bill, Incorporating only the
provisions of the old bill relating to
cotton exchanges, was Introduced In
the House today, by Chairman Scott
of the committee on agriculture after
an agreement to approve this measure
hud been reached by the
Anti-Opiu-

Indicted for Libel.
Wnphlnirton. Anril 5. John A. Ten- of.
Clevoland, secretary of the
ton,
Merchant Murine League of the Unit-cStates wa nrrested on an Indictment charging libel as he stepped
from the House otllce building after
intestifying before the ship subsidy
vestigating committee.
iBalllnger Decides for Desert Land
Claimants.
Washington, April 5. Secretary of
the Interlqr Balllnger has issued a
decision allowing Bettlers to prove up
desert claims upon showing that
of the acreage has beon
rulbrought under cultivation. This
ing overturns a decision by Commissioner Dennett of the general land
offlco, holding that settlers must have
nil acreage on their claim under cultivation before proving up. This decision involves a largo number of settlors In Now Moxlco. .

Sneclnl to the New Mexican.
Washlneton. Anrll 6. It Is reported
that Pnvno will in a few days reply to
Beverldge's speech taking sides with
the Democrats for free wool to me
destruction of the wool and sheep industry In Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. Beveridge is expected on Frl- rinv nnri fl pall riav Will be Set for a
vnto nn the statehood bill and. any
amendments pending or proposed. On
the pending but unaar uiscussiuu m
ii. n Knmito Flint exnressed the fear
that the large corporations might take
all the surplus waters unaer tne irrigation projects to the detriment of.
individual Irrigation projects as on the
Kio. tkrande or other western siuius
Andrews se- lncludlnir California.
nrori ih pnnflrmattnn of Arthur H.
Rockafullow as postmaster at Roswell
no setwo hours after nomination,
cured from the bureau of pensions a
pension for Julia E widow of Richmond Robinson of Tucumcarl, Company B, second United States Infantry, $12 per month; and for John It.
Huynes of Bard City, company B,
third United States Infantry.
The Douglas, Arizona, water works
bond bill authorizing the issue of
$:!00,000 In bonds was signed by President Taft today.

,

NOW1

ALL TO

GETH-r-ye-

honors from the people of Santa Fe,
the county and the territory. He was
county commissioner eight years;;
during which he was Instrumental in
the building of the county Jail and
modern bridge across the Santa Fe;.
was secretary of the Territorial Irri
gation Commission; member of the
board of managers of the
Exposition; member and treasurer from New Mexico of the boardl
of representatives to the St. Louis
Exposition, and member of the Territorial Board of Equalization. He has
been for 14 years chairman of tha
Democratic County Central Committee and he la also a member ot the,
Territorial Central Committee. He la
also a director of the First National
Mr. Seligman Is a prominent Mason
and past leading knight of the B. P.
O. E. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Seligman are
popular socially and occupy a beautiful home on East Palace avenue.

5

Brilliant Young District At Bill In Congress to Permit
Bond Issue for Municipal
torney Given the Coveted

Works

Appointment
HE IS SURE

TO

MAKE

GOOD

ANDREWS

SECURES PENSIONS

May Be Assigned to Fourth Dis- Postmaster Appointed Today
for Sandoval, Carter and
trict With Headquarter at
Las Vegas.
Knowlea.
Washington,

Apflil

.

The Presi

dent today nominated Edmund C. Ab
bott of New Mexico to be associate
justice of the supreme court of that
territory. He may be assigned- to the
fourth district with headquarters at
of
The
Las Vegas.
Judge John R. McFle Is to go to the
Senate next week..

OF

AN

TRAGEDY.

fha Pnnulnr the other day that of a
one time district Judge ot El Paso?
Albert J. Fountain, of Mesllla, Dona
Ana county, New Mexico, thinks It
Fountain, in the bel ef that tne
iriunfitv mnv he established, sends a
description of former District Judge
Gaylor J. Clarke, who was killed here
in 1S70 hv R F. Williams, a man
who had also made an attempt on the
life of Mr. Fountains fatner, A. J.
'ountatn, who was later murdered on
he New Mexico plains.
On a fine autumn day, 30 years ago.
on El Paso street, where the Mund.v
Mnrk now stands. Gaylor J. Clarke
and B. F. Williams were shot to death
within a few moments of each other
inri with n a few feet of eacn otner
Clarke wits a scholar, a lawyer and at
the time of his death was Judge of the
El Paso district. He was a Republican.
to El Paso
II. F. Williams came
about tho time that Clarke came. He
was nlso a lawyer, hud served In tho
Con federate army and was a Demo-

crat.

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, March 31. Delegate
Andrews has secured the appointment
as postmasters at Sandoval, Sandoval
county, Julio Martinez; at Carter,
Roosevelt county, Mrs. Eva P. Stokes;
at Knowles, Eddy county, John L.
Emerson.
Delegate Andrews passed a pension
bill for the restoration and increase
ot pension for Roque Candelaria of
Manzano, Torrance county. Company
A, Fifth New Mexico Infantry, $15 a
month, from June 3, 1904. Also from
the pension bureau for Juan Antonio
Sanchez of Velarde, reissue $15 a
month.
Delegate Cameron passed in both
Houses the Douglas, Arizona, $350,000
water works bond bill. He also In
troduced a bill to permit the Phoenix
taxpayers to vote on an Issue of $300,-- .
fluO bonds for a municipal
electric
light, gas and power plant.
DRY TERRITORY IN
NEW. MEXICO

GROWS,

Alamogordo Shuts Down the Only Sa
loon That Existed Within Its
Corporate Limits.
Special to the New Mexican.
Ala- Alamogordo, N. M., April-1- .
mogoido's only saloon has been closed
because It did not want to pay an annual license fee of $3,000, the sum
fixed by the new town council. The
ordinance went Into effect today. Tho
people will make strong
efforts to retain Alamogordo la tho
prohibition column Just as Artesla,
San Juan county and other portions
of the Territory aro now dry territory.

STOCKHOLDERS OF
SOUTHERN PACIFIC MET.

0.

,V.'

SELIGMAN,

LANDS'

El Paso, Texas, April 6. Was the
aUolntfin evhnmed in the basement of

8econd Chicago Concern of That Kind
to Go to the Wall This
Week.

'.

ABBOTT

OLD MURDER

SUSPENDS.

The suspenChicago, 111., April
sion of the cash grain house of W. H.
Morrltt & Company, for years one of
the most important houses In the cash
trade, was announced on the board of
trade today. The suspension caused
great surprise. The reasons for the
suspension are the same as those
which on Monday forced the suspension of another cash hotiso, the Burns
Ynntls Grnln Company, the recent decline in corn prices and the repudiation at contracts by a number of eastern customers.

Artuhr Seligman, now mayor elect
of Santa Fe, Is a native of this city.
He was born in 1871 and is the son of
Bernard Seligman, a prominent business man of this city. Mr. Seligman
received his education In the public
schools here and 'hen went to Philadelphia where he attended the high
school. At the- - age ot 14 he entered
Swarthmore College, being the young
est student who was ever matriculated
there. He left Swarthmore In his
junior year, owing to the death of his
sister who was also studying . there.
Entering Perce's Business College In
Philadelphia he applied himself diligently to get a business training and
was graduated with honors in 1888.
Returning to Santa Fe he entered bus
iness with his father and has since
been a successful merchant and
citizen.
Mr. Seligman has received many

REMINDER

ANOTHER CASH GRAIN
HOUSE

ARTHUR

Prominent Santa Fe Business Man Elected Mayor of the City Yesterday.

NEXT WEEK THE CENSUS ENUMERATOR GETS BUSY.

Louisville, April 6. The annual
ot
the
meeting of stockholders
Southern Pacific Company, a Kentucky corporation, was held today at
Bocclunont, a suburb of Louisville. H.
S. Lovett, was elected a director to
juce'eed the late E. H. Ilarrlmnn. Tho
stockholders authorized a $50,000,000
Increaso In tho bonded indebtedness
on the company's property In San
Francisco and San Mateo counties in
California,

LIKE CANADA BETTER
THAN UNITED STATES.

Ottawa, Out, April 6. The immigration department reports that according to present indications fully
150,000 Americans will settle In Canada this year, principally farmers from
tho western Mates, who are now pouring across the boundary lo t:ike up
hind in the Canadian west. Tho
In American Immigration tills
year is moro thnir fifty per cent over
last year.
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price of "mess pork" advanced earth ls growing small, the lands sub- -' more than the whole caBO is worth
Lopez and Antonio Lopez, all of tendons for the unusual strain, render the
87 per cent and that of lard 76 per Ject to settlement less. It ls no long- - to try it. Remember, too, that the
ligaments supple and elastic, aids ln
Frln.
Agua
the expanding ot the skin and' flesh fibres, and strengthens all the membranes
cent. Back of this failure to raise er the fashion for one tribe or one na- pay of the Judge and the Jury is only
New Mexico's Wholesale
Grocers'
the wedding ceremony a
Following
Xt
and
tlon
to
exterminate
and
another
tlssuot.
lessens the pain and danger at the crisis, and assures future
take part of the expense of the trial."
and fatten as many hogs as formerly
Association The New Mexico Whole-Bal- e reception was held' at the home of
"In support of his position. Judge
has been the Increased cost of feed. their lands, and therefore new lands
Grocers' Association met at Albti- - Mrs, Nicolas Garcia on San Francisco health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores, Writs for our
free
book,
For Instance, the price of corn In the must be found or lands which former- - Rissette took the pains to look up flliernnp.
Rnntn Va una rpnrpupntftri
containing valuable information for expectant Mothera.
street In honor of tne throe brides
first week of January this year was ly were uninhabitable must be made provisions along the same line In by S. G. Cartwrlght,
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, OA.
and their husbands.
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Santa Fe From the Standpoint of Two Local Writers
in the Earth
ITS FUTURE IS WELL ASSURED

Almost in Double Population
the (bourse of the Present
Decade.
By Henry Raymond Haacko, in
Earth. )
(Mr, Haacko, who was a

in

the

newspapor man ol the city ot Santa
Fe, tells of an old and fertile Irrigation district, which has been transformed by new energy and capital.)
A great transformation Is In progress In Santa Fe, the capital of New
The
Mexico, and adjacent country.
city of Santa Fe always has been one
ot the most Interesting
places In
,
America, historically and archaeolo-glcallybut the visitor of the present
will be Impressed In addition, with the
wlde-awacommercialism which pervades the entire community. Instead
of a mere reBort of persons In search
of health or curios, we find great attractions for persons who are looking
to the southwest for business opportunities.
Ones does not need to be more than
a casual observer to appreciate the
great natural resources, made the
nttraetlvo bv some very peculiar
advantages this locality enjoys, and
the spirit of modern enterprise which
of the
has come is a manifestation
farsightedness of some of the aggressive business men who have In the
past few years become established in
the Santa Fe district.
The country-wid- e
agitation of the
subject of agriculture under irrigation
Is finding a ready response in this
d
section.
Water Supply.
Although In what is recognized as
the Santa Fe district there are no
large streams, or bodies of water,
which cane be employed In the irrigation of large tracts of land, the traveler is impressed with the large number of small mountain streams which
find their sources in the southern extremity of the Sangre de Crlsto irange,
and which are capable of Irrigating a
number of small tracts of land; so
that the total amount of land which It
is possible to Irrigate In this part ot
New Mexico is quite large, taken In
the aggregate.
In a trip along the western slopepf
the Sangre de Crlsto range, from
miles north of the
about twenty-fiv- e
Blx
city of Santa Fe, to a distance of
or eight miles south of the city, one
will encounter at least a halt dozen
mountain streams, some of which have
running water the year round, and all
of which are turbulent mountain torrents twice a year; pre entlng great
natural opportunities for the storage
of their waters, to be used on adjacent
land during the dry season.
Irrigation.
The tourist does not find any systematic irrigation in this part of New
Mexico at present, but It Is Interesting to note what has been done by
the. natives and a few Bettlers in a
most primitive way. We find little Irrigated plots dotting the foothills and
to
valleys, which certainly are equal
we
any of the irrigated areas of which
hear so much In other parts of the
country.
Irrigation was practiced In this part
of New Mexico long before it nourished the soil In other parts ot the country. We find little tracts ot land
for upwhich have been cultivated
wards of three hundred years. They
will show you fruit trees which are
said to be from one to three hundred
years old and which are still bearing.
Modern Irrigation Project.
An evidence that the advantages of
the Sant Fe district are attracting the
ambitious and enterprising, is a complete Irrigation project, well under
way, a few miles south of the city ot
Santa Fe, on a mountain stream called
the Arroyo Hondo. This project Is exploited by the Santa Fe Irrigation and
Improvement Company, an enterprise
sufcomposed of men of ability and
ficient means to consummate it. It Is
the puipose of this enterprise to irrigate a tract of about ten thousand
acres, beginning about four miles
south of the city.
This project has been undertaken
In a business-lik- e
way, and Its ultimate success means a great deal to
the Santa Fe district. It no doubt will
be followed by a number of similar enwaterprises, which will conserve the
ters on a large number of these mountain streams. Indeed, for settlers
who seek locations in the west, for
small farms or orchards under Irrithe
gation there Is much attraction in
a
Irrigation products which comprise
number of smaller tracts. We find the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Company has perfected their plans
for a large dam across the Arroyo
Hondo, of reinforced concrete, this to
be their main distributing dam, and
other Btorago reservoirs to be constructed higher up the stream.
It is interesting to observe that the
lands this company propose to Irrigate
are situated quite near to the wator
supply, eliminating long pipe lines and
ditches. The company has located two
townsltes on the property, one about
five miles from Santa Fe, and the
other about ton miles,, and has completed the survey ot a public highway to connect these two townBltes
with tho city. The engineers have
made a careful survey of a littlo ovor
six. thousand acres of this land, dividing' It into tracts ot twenty acres, and
have also prepared a topographical
survey showing the elevation of the
Bevornl tracts. ..Tho construction of
tho dnms and reservoirs Is under the
direction of Heury Allen and Comfirm.
pany, a prominent engineering

The location of the land Is ideal, only
a few miles from the capital city and
with two townsites located on the
tract, both of which have railway
with Santa Fe, as with outside points.
8anta Fa for Residence.
Within a few short years Santa Fe
has been transformed Into a city of
modern and beautiful public edifices.
Here also are to be found some of the
best homes In New Mexico. Pure water, pure air, an equable temperature,
almost constant BunBhlne, and freedom
from high winds, render Santa Fe
most desirable for residence.
The status ot the educational Institutions Is a true index ot a community. In addition to a
publlo school system, Santa Fe has a
very large number of private educational Institutions, both Protestant and
Catholic We also have a good num
ber of churches so that adherents of
almost any creed may find a suitable
place ot worship.
The number ot modern public edi
fices lend a great attraction to the
city. Among them are the Btate capl-tolthe federal building, courthouse,
womnn'a board of trade, library, Ar
mory, Elks' theater, school houses
and churches, sanltorlums and hotels,
and other modern buildings, are either
under courBe of construction or contemplated.
Climate.
On cannot vlBlt Santa Fe without
becoming Interested In the gardens
and orchards, which is the strongest
possible evidence of what the development of the natural- - resources of agriculture of Oils district mean for Its
future. It has been said that you may
have every other requirement for the
production of fruit, but If you lack climate you cannot hope for the highest
success. Santa Fe, unquestionably,
stands without a superior on the
American continent trom the stand
point of climate. From the government records we find that sunny days,
even In winter, range fifty to eighty
degrees. The nights are cool, and
sometimes get a temperature below
aero, but It Is of short duration. Dur-la- g
the winter of 1907 and 1908, we
find that the lowest temperature was
5 degreeB.
In 1904 the average for
the entire year was 49.3 degrees.
The coldest month was January, with
an average of 27.3 degrees in the
shade, and 63 degrees in the sun. The
hottest month was July, with an average of 69 degrees. The smallest dally
range of temperature, averaging the
entire year, was 22.1 degrees, and the
greatest dally average 35 degrees,
such an even climate is not only a
great boon to health, but is of great
importance from the standpoint of agriculture. A record of sunshine for an
entire year is 3,352 hours, an average
of 9.2 hours a day, summer and winter.
Soli and Crops.
We find the soli characteristic of the
valleys and foothills of the Rockyin
mountain country. It Is uniform
quality, and is what is known as a
rich, red loam, being the result ot decayed and disintegrated volcanic rock.
This soli is suited for the production
of almoBt any crop possible to the
temperate zone; but It is quite apparent that this section of the country is
excellently adapted to the production
fruit, and especially
of the
of the
apple, which la so
valuable In all markets. The gardens
and orchards of Santa Fe are noted
for the finest fruit In the world.
Among the products, are the following: Beans, averaging 2,000 pounds to
the acre, worth from 3 to 5 cents per
pound; currants, netting up to $500
per acre; tomatoes bringing up to
running fifty
$700 per acre; wheat,
bushels per acre; oats, eighty bushels
300
bushels per
per acre; potatoes,
acre; alfalfa, from four to five tons
125
pounds per tree;
per acre; prunes,
30,000 pounds per
Spanish onions,
acre, and cabbage 50,000 pounds per

acre.

Market.

The best estimate to be obtained of
local marke conditions is to the effect
that abont 60 per cent of the food
stuff used In Santa Fe is shipped in
from other points.

The excellent

ship-

disping facilities puts the Santa Fe tertrict in direct touch with a large
ritory, Including the mining districts

of southern Colorado and northern
New Mexico, and the cities of Albuquerque, El Paso, Denver, Colorado
of
Springs and Pueblo. The quality
the products grown In this locality
makes it possible to ship long distances without danger.
Business Methods.
The easterner will find excellent accommodations, with banking and commercial institutions that are conductand approved lines.
ed along
Santa Fe, the Ideal Tourist City.
(By John P. Wagner, in the Earth.)
(Santa Fe, a city of 10,000 Inhabi
tants, has been the capital of New
Mexico from the time of the Spanish
conquest. Driven out by the Indians,
the indomitable Spaniards returned
and It was the capaltal again, and so
It has continued to be the seat of
government to this day. So
by all of Its vicissitudes the ancient
city has become a curloiiB old town,
which story Is told well by Mr. Wag-

ner.)
It may be said without contradic
tion that the city of Santa Fe occupies
the first place as an Ideal tourist city
of the world' as It Is possessed of so

many natural conditions which make
a
up the things . necessary to make
great and Ideal resort city; climate,
pure water, altltudo, dry nlr, sunshine,
ideal temperature, great forests, fishing, hunting and cool, restful nights,1
to sight-seeinInteresting drives
points; no olhor place on earth can
boast ot scull complete and perfect
conditions.
Notwithstanding those facts Santa
Fe has not received Its shnre of attention from the traveling publlo, owing
to inadequate hotel accommodations;
first-clas- s
there, however, "will bo a strictly
hotel erected on a gigantic scale
When
during 1910 to cost $1100,000.
this edifice Is constructed, the public
equal to
will find accommodations
those of any city or resort In the United States.
Glorious Destiny,
a glorious
Santo Fe 1ms before-I- t

It has slumbered amdist It
until vftftf recently And
since the awakening It is anxious to
provide the things lacking which will
Invite within Its gates many thousand tourists each year to enjoy the
great things with which nature has
endowed the ideal tourist city for the
comfort, health and pleasure ot man- -

FOR CREATION OF

destiny:

AnllmitHna

Kino.

built
have been
Many
throughout the United States and are
prospering notwithstanding the fact
that such localities are lacking In the
great natural gifts with which Santa
Fe is so abundantly blessed. Santa
Fe is a treasure house.
The Old Palace.
The most interesting structure In
the United States Is the Old Palace,
built at least as early as 1592, which
has been occupied by the governors
ot the territory until a few monthB
ago. The Archaeological Museum will
now occupy this famous Palace, and
will nrcserve for many years this, the
oldost government building in the
United States, which has been tne
Rent nf envnrnment nf the Aztecs, the
Spaniards, the Mexicans, and the Unit
ed States. AcroBS the plaza is the oia
Fonda (the hotel) located at the west
ern terminus of the Santa Fe Trail.
TMa famous trail is of much Interest
to the tourist, marking, as It does with
such distinction, the moBt American
and modern city at its eastern terminus and the most ancient and quaint
hi ir at iia western terminus. In every
direction radiating from Santa Fe are
The
famous places of Interest
chapel, built In 1692 by Diego
De Vargas; the National Cemetery,
whpra rnRt scores of victims of the
Minn And other wars: the St.Cather- ine's schol for the Apache children.
In many parts of the city are storea
such of the archives of the Spanish
recrlma as have not been destroyed or
taken to the Congressional Library at
Washington; the Chapel of Our Lady
nf T.iirhtthe Cathedral of San Fran
cisco; the Chapel of St. Miguel, the
oldest house of worship In the united
stAina within its walls are many old
treasurers of Interest; across the road
is the oldest house In the unitea
Slates, ntill occunied and well kept;
on every side can be seen sights ot
Interest, even the beast of buraen,
'the burro." is still in evidence with
Its pack of wood.
A 'Treasure House."
Santa Fe is a treasure house of in
terest and one may spend days to good
advantage within the city limits. The
antlaulty of Santa Fe makes it an ex
tremely interesting point and from
this point radiate the paths to . the
great archaeological researches, it is
center of the most interest
ing prehistoric section of the Ameri
can continent, and for tnis reason nas
hen eatnhllshed the Bchool of arch- aeology and a large museum, as all
the fields or research are easily ac
cessible from Santa Fe; surrounding
the city within easy access the sight-- ;
seer, the lover of nature, the student
nf hlntory and thn mere idler may
find himself occupied to a point of sub-- 1
atnntlnl Interest.
Thpro nr the Aztec springs, the
tiirnnnlsB mines, the salt and alkali
lakes of the Estancia valley, the falls
ot Nambe, the military reservations,
and the site of Fort Marcy overlooks
the old city; the ruins of the old Spanish fortifications, thousands of cliff
ant Cavata Hwetllnes of Paiarito Park,
In which it is estimated that more
than one hundred thousands persons
must have made their homes once at
a period so remote vum no uumou
trace of them remains; more replete
with human Interest are the Pueblo
communities. Many of them are more
than three hundred and fifty years old.
iaa-In- e
They are occupied today by the
remnants of the same race that
originally built them; among these is
Tesuque, being the nearest to the city:
fifteen miles from Santa He are me
Cloricta battle fleldB. Nearby is the
Canonclto church, and the ruins of the
old road house and famous well dug
nearby
by the federal government;
are the ruined pueblo and cnurcn oi
Pecos; In another direction in tne picturesque canyon of Santa Fe stands
Monument Rock, in this same canyon
located the reservoir and water- nmrUa which furnish Santa Fe with
an abundant supply of pure sparkling
water. Flowing down from the lony
peaks ot the RockleB, the upper Pecos
within easy reach of Santa re, ana
nlace to visit, this
region rivals the Alps of Switzerland,
and has a number of mountain re
sorts; in the romantic valley ot me
Pecos mining camps, hunting and fishan
ing, good roads, lofty heights at
elevation exceeding 13,000 feet In the
Truchas peaks; the petrified loresis,
the sulphur and soda springs, the St.
Crlstoval picture writing and a hunInteresting
dred or more equally
points are within easy reach ot Santa
Fe.
r
The traveler may find It quite inter-itlniami instructive, as well as ben
eficial, to sojourn for months in and
around Santa Fe without tiring ol me
great and Interesting things.
Superb Location.
The city ot Santa Fe is situated in
a level basin . surrounded by lofty
mountains: Its altitude Is 6,992 feet,
and the mountains surrounding the
city rise to heights ot over thirteen
roBorts
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Delegate Andrews Introduces Important Measure In tht House to
Help Out Oem City,

Territorial Secretary Nathan Eddy County Desires to Get
a Share of the Territorial
Jaffa Turns Over $7,659
Fund
to Treasurer
CLEOFES

ROMERO

IN CHARGE

NEW

BRIDGE

FOR

COLFAX

Superintendent of Public Ins More Trouble Over Straighten
truction Clark Turns Down
ing Rio Grande in Dona
Ana County.
Good Offer.
rionfno Romero todav took charge
nf tho territorial iionltentlary as u- perlntendent and warden. He B'ed his
oath of office and bond for $10,000
with Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaf
fa this forenoon.
Flat
Superintendent Clark Declines
tering oner.
Instruc
Public
of
Siinorlntenneirt
tion J. E. Clark has Just turned down
a flattering offer that meant a salary
of $5,000 a year with bright prospects
for expansion in the future. It was
from a well established house in Mien-igathat has been doing business for
ir, vpnra and while the offer was a
very flattering one, yet Superintendent C'ark feels that his duty lies In
vp Mpien with the cause of educa
tion In which he is so deeply inter
ested and forwhlch he has accomIs
plished remarkable results since he
at the head of the territorial department of education.
Largest Fees In History.
Tnnnv Territorial Secretary Nathan
Jaffa paid into the territorial treasury
$7,659 fees received from corporation
filings, the largest sum ever turned
over for a quarter. There were filings
from 68 domestic and 4 foreign cor
porations.
National Guard Inspection.
inConsidering circumstances, the
spection of Company F ot the First
Regiment of Infantry of the National
Guard at the Armory last evening by
Captain F. R. McCoy of Fort Win
gate, wag very satisfactory. Adjutant
General A. S. Brookes was present
and was pleased with the showing
made. This evening Company E and
the First Regimental band will be inat
spected. Captain McCoy, who was
one time aide of President Roosevelt
will leave this evening with Adjutant
General A. S. Brookes for Las Vegai,
from where the already published
itinerary of National Guard Inspections will be continued.
Lincoln County.
Octavlano Perea of Lincoln, for pre1
Lincoln.
cinct
Charles U. Babbs of Fort Stanton
for Fort Stanton Reservation.
Alfredo Gonzales of San Patricio,
,
for precincts 2 San Patricio, 4 Pica-cho10 Ruidoso.
Samuel G. Beard of Richardson for
6
precincts 3 Los Palos, 5 Raventon,
Richardson.
Edgar H. B. Chew of White Oaki
for precincts 7 Jlcarllla and 8 White
Onlifl

Willis H. Hlghtower of Capltan for
precincts 9 Capltan and 11 Nogai.
s
Lee B. Chase of Carrlzozo for
12 Bonito and 15 Oscuro.
inhn K Wilson of Ancho for pre
cincts 13 Corona and 16 Ancho.
Francis R. Canning of Carrlzozo for
precinct 14 Carrlzozo.
It may be tnat ine (joruua mm u
cho district is divided, In which case
Finis P. Atkinson will be appointed
for eastern Corona precinct.
One Conductor Who Was Cured
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
writes about it. "Some time ago

he
I was confined to my bed with chronic
I used two bottles of
rheumatism.
efFoley's Kidney Remedy with good on
fect, and the third bottle put me conmy feet and I resumed work as
ductor on the Lexington, Ky Street
than
Railway. It gave me more relief
It
any medicine I had ever used, and
will do all you claim in case of rheumatism." Foley's Kidney Remedy
cures rheumatism by eliminating the
nric acid from the blood. Sold by
Stripling-Burrow-

s

Co.

OPPOSED TO MARRIAGE
WHERE LOVE IS ABSENT.
Fort Collins, Colo., March 20. Disgone squarely
on record as being opposed to marriages betwfen young people where
there is no sentiment between them.
Herbert Beach, son of a prominent
Fort Collins resident, was up for sentence, having been convicted of a
statutory crime against Mae Stevens,
who Is under 18 years. Beach expressed a willingness to marry the
court
girl and report regularly to the
afterward if sentence upon him was
suspended. Miss Stevens told Judge
Gamble that she did not love Beach,
and he was sentenced to the state reformatory for an Indefinite period.

trict Judge Gamble has

thousand feet. Santa Fe has a population of about 8,500, and It promises to
grow and double its population within
tlie next five years.

HEALS
OLD 5 ORES
nV

Tinlllltfid

COn-

-

. r
iivery oia sore is an exioruui .vi"i't,"u "L
and
dition of the blood. These fostoring places on the tlesh areA kept open into
schaigmg
in a state of irritation because the circulation is contuma islyfilled.
1
ins
powinch
it
them tho Impurities and morbid nmttors with
lluted condition of the blood may be the remains of some constitutional
the blood stream
troublo; tho clfect of a long spell of sickness, which has left
or because the natural reiuso of the body, which
weak and
should pass oil through the propor avenues, has not ell boen eliminated
Lxtornal treatment may
and has been absorbed into the circulation. the
idnod is not made any
cause tho place to scab over temporarily, but
at
and soon the sore will return or break"oldout
purer by such treatment,
so es
8. S.9. heals
before
another place and be as bad or worse than
It goes down
of impurity from the circulation.
by removing every particle
circulation
to tho very bottom of the troublo and so completely changes the
sore but he
the
chain
to
through
that there is no longer any impurity healthful blond. 8. R 8. heals the
place is once more nourished with rich,
when S.H.8.
sore from tho bottom, the skin rewins its natural color,areand
is permanently
p
has thoroughly. oleansod and purified tho blood the udvice
free
to all who
healed. Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical
write.
TUS SWHf'T SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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Territorial

Engineer Vernon L. Sul
a good roads, irri
gation and water rights trip to the
lower Pecos valley. He was appealed
to by the citizens of Eddy county for
help to complete a good road from
Carlsbad to the Plains country to the
northeast In which five thousand peo
ple have settled the past few years
and who on account of the bad roads
go to Texas to do their buying or
trading. Eddy county has expended a
thousand dollars to put the road in
shape and has built a fine highway
except for two stretches ot sand, one
about six and the other about two
miles in length. To build a good road
over this will take about $4,000 more
of which Eddy county is willing to
contribute $2,000 and asks that it be
granted $2,000 out of the good roads
fund which this year will amount to
about $45,000. Eddy county has had
but little recognition from the terri
torial government and seems to be
entitled to that small Bhare of the
road fund.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to
y
day in the office of Territorial
Nathan Jnlfa by the Gordon
Dry Goods Company of Gallup,
county. The capital stock Is
of
$15,000 divided Into 150 shares,
which each of the three incorporators
and directors have each taken fifty
shares, these being: John A. Gordon,
Gregory Page and Leo A. Rosenfeld.
District Court.
A divorce suit was filed today in
the district court for Torrance county by J. E. Braxton vs. Lizzie E. Brax
ton, the couple having been married
at Poolville, Texas, on December 27,
1890. Abandonment In February, 1909,
Is alleged.
There Is one daughter as
the fruit of the marriage but plaintiff
does not ask her for her custody.
New Bridge for Colfax County.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan is today passing on the plans
for a fine two span, 130 foot bridge
across the Vermejo at Colfax for the
Colfax county commissioners. He is
measuring the stresses as well as the
capacity of the arches for permitting
the floods to pass. The bridge Is to
be of reinforced concrete.
More Trouble on the Rio Grande.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan Is being urged to make a trip
to Dona Ana county where there is
more trouble on account ot Improve
ment work on the Rio Grande. In
straightening the river, land within
a bend Is thrown east of the stream
and the owners object strenuously, esinpecially as the river Is not eating
to their land but is eating farther and
farther into the outside bank, thus
throwing more land to the west of the
river.
Bridge Over the Gila.
The Good Roads Commission finds
that the proposed bridge over the Gila
on the highway from Silver City to
Mogollon will cost $58,000, which Is
too much for the county or the commission to expend. A suspension
bridge could be put In for probably
$5,000 but there is a prejudice against
suspension bridges In that neck of the
woods.
Inspecting Oil.
Miss Anita Chapman, deputy In the
office ot the territorial coal oil Inspector went to Espanola this forenoon to Inspect a shipment of oil.
New Poastmaster at Vaughn.;
Leonard A. Hardle, postmaster at
resigned the office.
Vaughn, has
in
Spence Hardle has been appointed
his place, Mrs. T. M. Dumas remaining as assistant.
School of Mines
Faculty.
The New Mexico board of regents
of the New Mexico School ot Mines
the faculty as follows:
has
E. A. Drake, A. M., president; Frederick P. Paul, Ph. D, geology and
mineralogy; R. V. Smith, B. S., mining and metallurgy; L. C. Walker, A.
M., mathematics; George E.
Ph. D., chemistry; B. K. Cogh-lan- ,
R. I.
B. C, civil engineering;
Klrchman, E. M., instructor In physics
and civil engineering; C. C. Smith, Ph.
B., principal of academy; Anna W.
Fitch, registrar. The board of trustees consist of Anlceto' C. Abeytla,
president; C. T. Brown, secretary and
treasurer; James G. Fitch, W. A.
Fleming Jones and A. H. Hilton.
livan is home from

Delegate Andrews has Introduced
the following bill:
lio it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United States of American In Congress assembled, That an additional land district is hereby created in the Terri
tory of New Mexico, to embrace lands
described as followB: Beginning at a
point on tho fourth standard parallel
north where said parallel 1b Inter
sected by the Tango line between
ranges four and five east of the New
thence
Mexico principal meridian;
west along said fourth standard par
allel to a point where, said parallel in
tersects the western boundary line of
the Territory of New Mexico; thence
south along said western boundary to
a point where said boundary is Inter
sected by the second parallel south;
thence east along said second stand
ard parallel to a point where said
second standard parallel Is Intersect
ed by the range line between ranges
four and five east of New Mexico prin
cipal meridian; thence north along
said range line to the place of be
ginning; and that Socorro, within said
district, la hereby designated as the
site for the land office thereof.
Sec. 2. That the secretary of the in
terior shall cause all plats and maps,
records and papers In the Las Cruces
and Santa Fe land office which relate
to or form a necessary part of the rec
ord of the lands embraced in the land
district hereby created to be trans
ferred to the same, and said district
created as aforesaid shall be known
as the "Socorro land district."
Sec. 3. That the President is au
thorized to appoint, by and with the
consent of the Senate, a person to act
as register and also a person to act
as receiver of the aforesaid Socorro
land district, and that such clerical
force as may be necessary shall be as
signed to the said Socorro land office
by the secretary of the interior.
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
of the blood with
Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy liq
uid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's booklet on Rheumatism plainly and Interestingly tells just how this is done.
Tell some sufferer of this book, or
better still, write "Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis., for the book and free test samples. Send no money, Just Join with
Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a
s
pleasant surprise. Sold by Stripling-Burrow-

surely driven out
Dr.

Co.

SUGAR
REFINING

DECISION FOR

COMPANY.

Refuses to Pun
ish Trust for Refusing to
Produce Its Books.

U. S. Judge Lacombe

New York. Anrll 4. United States
Judge Lacombe, today refused to punish the American Sugar Refining Company for contempt of court, for refus
ing to produce Its books Beiore me
grand jury investigating the
R.
under-w(rhln-

frauds. Secretary Charles
Heike, refused to produce the books
imWa h was aworn before the grand
lurv. The Eovernment declined to put
him under oath believing that a
ground for a claim of immunity migm
be established.
.Tnile Lacombe saw he regarded tne
anhnnona fur too sweeDine to bo rea
sonable. The second subpoena however, restricted to specified books was
upheld.

Meetings of Enumerators are
Being Arranged for in
Various Localities
,

HEARTY

GIVEN

Supervisor Is Keeping Post Office
Force Busy With Shipments
of Circulars and Supplies.
The Roswcll census

enumerators

have called a meeting of the census

enumerators for Chaves county at
Roswell on April 9 to discuss ways
and means to give Chaves county a
complete and accurate census. The
Carlsbad Commercial Club is looking
actively after the census interests of
Eddy county.
A meeting of the Indian enumerators has been called to meet at the
New Mexican office on April 10 to discuss the difficult phases of taking the
Indian census. Superintendent Clin
ton J. Crandall Is showing a helpful
Interest in the taking of the census.
A meeting of the census enumera
tors of Santa Fe county will be called
for Tuesday evening, April 12, to discuss census matters.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark and his assistants
R. E. Asplund and Acasio Gallegos,
are taking an active Interest In the
census work and have addressed every teacher In the Territory asking
for
and urging them to
Instruct the children as to the meaning of the census schedules.
Thousands of posters in Spanish,
English and German are being mailed
All but
from the local
postofBce.
of the three hundred and
twenty-fou- r
two enumerators hare been commissioned and Census Supervisor Paul A,
F. Walter is much pleased with the
Interest and enthusiasm maaifested
by the men and women appointed. Ho
believes that New Mexico is going to
be given as good it not a better cen
sus than any of the states.
The following additional appoint
ments of census enumerators are announced :
Rio Arriba County.
Miss Ella Hughes of Velarde, for
Precincts 1 Embudo and 25 Velarde.
Pedro F. Salazar of Chamita, tor
Precincts 2 Slcalde, 8 Chamita, 26
Ranchitos, 28 Espanola and 33 San
Pedro
Collins Dixon of Dixon, for Pre
cincts 3 Rio Chama, 7 Chama Abajo
and 11 Abtqulu.
Sophie Archuleta of Santa Fe, for
Precincts 4 Chimayo, 6 Truchas, 8
Quemado, 30 Ojo Sarco.
Antonio D. Vargas of Ojo Callente,
for Precincts 9 Ojo Callente and ID
El RIto.
Fernando E. Delgado of Chamita,
for Precincts 12 Sebolla and 16 Can-jlloRoman Atencio of Dixon, for Precincts 13 Petaca, 14 Vallecitos and 31
La Cueva.

Jose G. Borrego of Chamita, for Pre
cincts 15 Los Plnos and 27 Tusas.
John R. Eturrlaga of Parkview, for
Precincts 17 Tierra Amarillia, 18 Park,
view, 29 El Vado.
SIxto Chaves of El Rito, for Pre
cincts 19 Chama and 32 Monero.
Luis M. Ortiz ot Chamita for Pre
ntarrhoea should be cured without
cincts 20 Coyote, 23 Canones and 24
loss of time and by a medicine like
Chamberlain's Colic. Colera and Diar Gallinas.
Harmon P. 'Williams of Lumberton,
rhoea Remedy not only cures prompt for Precinct 21 Lumberton
and 23
no
alter
but
unpleasant
produces
ly
Rosa.
effects. It never fails and is pleasant
Eulogio Cata of Chamita, for San
and sate to take. Sold by all druggists.
Juan and Santa Clara pueblos.
Edward Ladd of Dulce for Jlcarllla
LEADER OF SMUGGLER'S
RING IS CAPTURED. Apache reservation.
Antonio Tapia of Santa Fe, for San
Under Arrest at San Diego, Califor- - Ildefonso, Nambe, Pojoaque and Tesuque pueblo grants.
nit, and Will Be Turned Over
San Juan County,
to Federal Authorities.
San Diego, Calif., April 4. Ramon Mrs. Eva Darrow of Largo for PreGonzales, accused of being the leader cincts 1 Pine River and 7 Largo.
Ulysses S. Waggoner of Floravista,
of a ring of smugglers, that has been
operating along the Mexican border, for Precincts 2 Aztec and 8 Florais
vista.
from San Diego to El Paso, Texas,
In jail here charged with disorderly
W. L. Paddock of Pendleton, for
the
over
to
he
will
turned
and
conduct
Precincts 3 La Plata, 4 Fruitland, 11
federal authorities, according to a Shlprock.
William T. McCarty of Farmlngton,
deputy marshal of this place. Evi
dence has been secured connecting for Precincts 6 Farmlngton.
Gonzales with smugglers In Los An
Feliberto Jacquez of Blanco, for
geles. San Francisco, Portland, El Precincts 6 Bloomfleld, 9 Blanco, 10
Paso and Nogales, Ariz.
Cedarhill.
Albert Blake and John B, Arrlngton
CURED TO STAY CURED.
of Farmlngton, and Joe K. Platero for
Navajo reservation.
How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Com
Roosevelt County.
From
Freedom
Kidney
plete
Dee Totten ot Delphos, for PreTroubles.
1
cincts
Portales, outside of town limIf you suffer from backache
its.
From urinary disorders
Ora Wood of Portales, for town ot
From any disease of the kidneys,
Portales,
Be cured to Btay cured.
Joseph L. Paxton of Elida, for preDoan's Kidney Pills make lasting cinct 2 Elida.
cures.
Augustin W. Ferrln of Painter, for
CLAIMS THAT HUSBAND
Santa Fe people testify.
Precincts 4 Floyd, 18 Upton and 19
13 AT LAS VEGA3.
ot
case
Here's one
it:
Macy.
Euseblo Escudero. 106 Grlffln street,
.
Y.,
Fred G. Forrest of Talor, for PreSays the Syracuse,
I
1902
"In
N.
M.,
Fe,
says:
Santa
cincts 5 Tolar and 22 Perry.
and
derived
Doan's
Pills
used
Kidney
Basset O. Edmonson ot Longs, for
"Mrs. Ophelia S. Dwlght of No. 417
that I gladly recom Precincts 7 Arch
and 16 Inez.
Cortland avenue has brought suit for so much benefit
them In a publlo statement
mend
D.
absolute divorce ogntnst Henry
John B. Kerley of Dereno, for PreI suffered
or
two
three
For
years
cincts 9 La Dando, 10 Taiban and 3
Dwlght, for many years a leading
from backache and kidney complaint Dereno.
druggists of this city. In the suit
wns a retention of the kidney
Inere
Is
23
old,
year
Miss Edna L. Rush,
Ulysses S. Frnze ot Dongs, for Presecretions and other difficulties which
named, and It is alleged that she and linivB evidence that mv kldncvs were cincts 11 Carter and 15 Causey,
Mr. Dwlght are now believed to he to
Howard W. Davidson of Cromer, for
action verv weak. My attention was finally Precincts 12 Dora, 11 Nobe.
gether In New Mexico.-T- he
I
Pills
and
to Doan's Kidney
17 Red Lake. Fred C. Smith of In- taken by Mrs. Dwlght followed the called
at Stripling, Burrows
gram for precinct 21), Ingram nud 21
disclosure some weeks ago that Mr. procured a box
store.
&.
Co.'s
They promptly Pearson.
drug
Dwlght and Miss Rush were In the
back, Elmer Marsh
my
lelleved the pain In
west.
Appointed Special Agent
and removed
demy
Iddneys
strengthened
Elmer Marsh of Santa Fe, has been
"Because of the absence ot the
a
On
trouble.
of
was
my
symptom
every
appointed special agent of the census
fendant from fills' state an order
slnco then I have had bureau to
supervise the taking of tho
obtained hy which tho service of the few occasions
am census of
I
and
medicine
a
of
publl-actioneed
kidney
be
the Indians In New Mexisummons In the suit will
by
at such times I have co and will
to
that
say
glad
report tomorrow to CenlUlcn, Rochester, Chicago,
the sus
with
Doaus'
Pills
used
Kidney
Mich.,
Paul A. F. Walter for
and
Supervisor
Flint,
Port Huron, Mich.,
duty. Ho will shortly visit Farming-toare mentioned as places where thn de- greatest benefit."
50
nil
dealers. Price
For salo by
and tho Shlprock agency of tho
fendant and Miss Rush have been.
Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo, Navajo reservation to plan tho ceu- About two week's ago they left Flint. conts.
tho
United
for
sus
work for that reservation.
On
It Is claimed, and started for New Now York, solo agents
April 10 ho will meet with tho enuMexico, and the last detinlto informa- States.
and
Doan's
name
merators
the
Remember
ot
tho
Tueblo Indians at
tion received, it is claimed, was that
Santa Fe.
take no other.
they were at Las Vegas."
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tlon of mining shares, are accepted,
and also, with discretion, good securl-- (
ties which are not so quoted, wheni
their value can be ascertained.
the large Lonoon banks, most
of the Scotch, and some o the Irish
banks have accounts with the Bank
England. Provincial English banks
branches of London banks in

towns where the Bank of England
has branches have local accounts with
the bank. The relation of the Joint- -

MclNTOSH TRULY GRATEFUL FOR
FAVORS.
The Homeland at Mcintosh lutl- mates that the people of Its bailiwick
are not like some others who receive
favors as a matter of course or even
"knock" the donor, but are truly grate-o- f
fui for attentions from their Congress-an- d
man. Says the Homeland:
"Soon after starting the Homeland
ve wrote to Hon. W. H. Andrews, New
k
Mexico's delegate at Washington,
ng nm t0 get au tn9 Beeds possible
for our peopie, We did not put up a
nard juc!c Btory or claim that our fash-Feli- x
lonal)Ie Dellcgi wn0 ve the most
to.dn(e hats ,.ere starvlngi nor that
ouf taUor bu,u farm ,ad8 needed gov.
ernment a,d but vg m mention to
there wa8 any.
braye Estan.
'

The fact that the Social Democrat
both city and
swept Milwaukee,
county, elected their mayor by an
fore-Al- l
j almost
unprecedented majority,
casta trouble. It is a significant sign
that the Democratic party Is dlslnlo- grating and that its more advnnced
wing is rapidly going over to the Socialists.
The Republican party will
have to stand as the bulwark of
American Ideals and liberties and un
less It Is united the whole nation will
within the not far distant future be
drawn into the maelstrom of social
istic propoganda and doctrines. It is
the duty of every good citizen to rally
around the Republican standard and
present a united front against the
hordes that would destroy property
rights and compel every man to come
down to the same common level of
ambitlonless activity.
i

RooBevelt roused the Romans to
disKILLED WITH A
cheers, says an Associated Press
patch. But the Romaus are very
need
easily aroused to cheers and one
not go farther than Plutarch's LIvcb
to prove It. But reading down the his
tory of the Eternal City from the
times of Romulus to the present, one
finds that the Romans were given to Wealthy Joy Rider at Ros-wel- l
cheering on every conceivable occas
Struck Down by an
ion They changed Bentlment and pol
Infuriated Farmer
itics even quicker than does Santa Fe
at election time and were about as
fickle in their allegiance to popular
favorites as the average politician SUCCU1VIBEDT0 CRUSHEDSKULL
who tries to keep up with the popular
clamor.

BUYERS DOMINATED CATTLE
MARKET LAST WEEK,
Kansas City Stock Yards, April 6.
Buyers dominated the cattle market
last; week up to Wednesday, and succeeded In reducing prices 20 to 60
cents. The bear campaign was run
!on the basis of libernl cattle recelptB,
but it became evident Thursday that
the total for the woek would fall
short of any recent week, and some
firmness was Injected into the situation the last days of the week, leaving lt in good shape for the opening
this week. Predictions of meager receipts at the markets today. were verified, the supply here 7,000 head, and
A good many
moderate elsewhere.
contract cattle bought for delivery
came
In
1st
last week, but this
April
influence is absent today, and prospects favor light receipts balance of
this week. Nobody believed tho market was very badly hurt last week at
any time, and It was always In good
The
position for a rapid recovery.
slim receipts today put matters back
bandB
Into the
ot Boilers, and prices
are 10 to 25 higher, mostly 10 to 15
is here today, but
u
choice
Nothing
prime steers are quotable at (8.15 to
$8.40 today, bulk ot steers selling at
$7 to 7.80; very few steers for less
than (6.40, cows (4.25 to $6.50, heifers $5 to $7, bulla $4.25 to $6.15,
calves $1.50 to $8.75. A good many
heifers are said to be on feed in
Nebraska, and some good strings will
be run to market this week. Country
buyers lost some of their enthusiasm
Inst week also, and prices closed lower, but tho market is firm today.
Blockers at $4.40 to $0.25,
feeders
$5.75 to $6.60.
There was a small Increase In the
hog supply last week over previous
weeks in the last month, and the market drifted along in a rut, without
much net change for the week. Supis 8,000 head, market
ply today
opened strong but the close was weak
to 5 lower, top $10.75, bulk $10.50 to
$10.70, light hogs up to $10.60. Quality
continues good, and range of bulk of
Bales is narrower than for a long
time.
Average weight of hogs in
March here was 208 pounds, same
month last year 199 pounds. Provision specialists say there Is a determined effort to get provisions on
a lower and more safe basis, the suc
cess of which would take some of the
steam out of live hog prices.
The mutton market Is in a bad way,
and prices are going down very fast,
market off 20 to 35 cents last week,
and another break of 15 to 25 cents
in effect today.
The run last week
was only a little more than half as
heavy ns It has been heretofore, and
lt Is hard to find an excuse for the
break. Run today is 7,000 head,
lambs at $8.50 to $9.65, yearlings $8
to $9, wethers $7 to $8.25, ewes $6.50
to $7.75, goats $4 to $5.50.
These
prices Include clipped stock, which Is
now coming freely.

banks to the Bank of England
was discussed very candidly with
members of the commission by Sir
Schuster, Bart, governor of the
JOHN K. 6TAUFFER,
of London and Smiths banks.
r.
Secretary-TreasureIt was pointed out that the joint-stocAutomobile in Passing Down
banks did not lean quite so much up- The battle waged by Frohlbillon
Entered
Country Road Had Fright-ene- d
Second CUai Matter at on the central bank as was he case
vesterdav throughout several slates
U
Santa C Postofftee.
Mule.
on the continent, but that they kep
as
former fights,
was not as successful
-their cash balances at the Bnnk of
,
..
i ,y,ir
There were some gains and there
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
anA rnilU lnnlr tl If fn PRHf)
we
were greater losses. In New Mexico,
Also we suggested that
Roswell, N. M., March 31.
ally, par week, by carrier
I is w
IK Is
pleasant pastime to cast up
,
,!
cunsemj.
however, a decided victory was won
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 1.00
'
"
Johnson, a wealthy and promistraws
at
to
see
the
which
the
Bank
of
of
England
political
way
position
second largest city of the nent citizen ot Roswell Is dead from
.75
Dally,
month, by null......
'"'"a "
1"
wind Is blowing. The Chicago Trib when the
the center of the system, Sir Felix
in
the
was
commonwealth
dry
York
and
placed
New
of
Dally, three montha, by mall.... 1.00 made these observations:
Chicago une not so long ago made a poll of
gressmen
the effects of a blow on the head from
4.00
Oally, alz montha, by mall
to send out to our people on the fron Republican editors to discover where column In which Artesia, Portnles, a monkey wrench hurled at his chaufIs the cen
of
Bank
"The
England
in fact all of San
7.50
Dally, on year, by mall
tier.
the nut loir Btamls as to Speaker Can Farmlngton, Aztec,
feur a week ago by an Infuriated
tral reservoir of the whole banking
.25
Weekly,
'This Congressman Andrews evi non. Shortly afterward the negative Juan county, and a number of locali- farmer. While speeding near Roswell,
per month,
the
United
of
system
Kingdom.
well
ns
.76
ties in the lower Pecos valley
Weekly, per quarter
a
Johnson's automobile
frightened
their holding the balances of dently did for we were surprised and verdict was received, Cannon was as all
1.00 Through
Weekly, six months
places In New Mexico of less team ot mules driven by a young farmjoint-stocthe clearing- delighted to receive a two bushel mail bareft of his power. Now the Trib
banks
of
the
H eekly, per year
have
100
inhabitants
t.00
already er. The
sack full of garden seeds last Thurs une has asked the Democratic editors than
latter threw a wrench at the
The Weekly New Uexlcaa Review house banks, and the government found a place.
course they have obtain- day evening. These 1500 packets of jto indicate their preference for presi
chauffeur, but bis aim was bad and
the oldest newspaper In New Mex- - balances, ot
seeas were wortn ?iuu at our dcntlal nominee in 11112. It !s slgnif-contrcan
Johnson sank back in his seat with a
e. It la sent to every postofnee In ed very great power, and they ad- - good
President Taft cannot be blamed
market price,, and thus our farmers leant that Bryan is still the idol of
the market by'withholding
crushed skull. The identity of the
die Territory and has a large and
for
Jiot
impressed
especially
being
farmer has not been learned.
by bor- - are that much ahead and they now the party although Harmon is a close
irowlns circulation amonr the Intel-Ige- vances, by fixing their rates,
Senator
of
Boveridge
with
the
loyalty
rowing from the market, when they have $100 cash to spend for the nec- second. It must be remembered too,
Reand profreaslTe people of the feel
The
In
Indiana.
situation
or
the
a
inclined to do so. Practically essitles of life to aid them In their bat- that this is poll of editors of Demoun- CHAS. HASPELMATH RETIRES
Southwest.
cratic newsapers.
The result fol- publican party must get together
they have the whole control of the tie of the pioneer,
FROM BUSINESS TODAY.
In the
"Considering the fact that there Is lows: Bryan 418, Harmon 414, Roose- less It wishes to court defeat
money market In their hands, and
THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1910.
159. Folk 81, Marshall 44, Gaynor congressional elections in November.
they are also In touch with general not a busier man in America than our velt
movements that are taking place, delegate, for we guess every town in 39 La Foilette 27,' Taft 24 and Hughes With a Democratic Congress on hand, Well Known Shoe Merchant and Globe
President Taft would be much in the
Trotter Sold Out to John
They can judge better than anybody New Mexico, except Mcintosh, has 18.
Arthur
same position as Mayor-elec- t
else from the state of the balances sent nlm an amendment to the state-Pflueger of Lamy.
banks how trade Is nood bn)i al, our people n!ghly appre.
of the joint-stocTo Senator Beveridge, of course, Seligman with his Republican city
BANKING IN EUROPE.
in the country, whether there is a ciate nls thoughtful kindness in
his senatorial aspirations are of vast- council.
Charles Haspelmath, who for 13
Changes in the fashions and thsjarge demand for money, whether
membering them so bountifully, Justly greater importance than the rights
one of the larg
extension of the week-ento
a
holiday those balances show
To office holders who must rule or years has conducted
,
of more than half a million American
tendency
tn
,n
at
est shoe stores In the southwest in
have their effect, as well as import- - snrlnk, or whether they show a tend- election
'l'eople in the southwest, but it should ruin, yesterday's
brougnt
d
scarce
were
hut
abundant
out
this city, sold
ant financial transactions, upon tbe!ency to accumulate.
today his business
It is gener- ;be unnecessary that senatorial cour- - much comfort. They know now that on San
Francisco street to his son-in- changes of the bank note circulation auy assumed that in times of trouble
18
so far that these whenever the mandates of llieir party
fetched
toitesy
all
mankind
rural
shine,
prompts
John
law,
Plleuger of Lamy and who
of England. This appears with other it j3 the duly of the Bank of England
setUemellt ' do not suit then: they can have it
- 1,e"Ie must
In conduct
"l" ,hein Indiana
interesting information in the latest to grant accommodation to solvent dig up the earth and drop seeds there- political dissensions
own way by going over to the succeeded Mr. Haspelmath
their
when
jn
ing a store in Lamy. It is said that
of the publications of the National
'..d.. .
are
senators
ithere
other
.
,
besides
enemy.
,
Bev
parties who have good security to of
will go to Eurrtfe
Mr. Haspelmath
OJ
umuu.M, c.rcumsuce, ,v
Monetary Commission, which will be fer. The Bank of England does not
but just when Is not yet derided.
of seed came Just In ;
issued this week. This publication openly acknowledge such a duty, f
7enat0r Vver
With the council and the city school
of the sale Mr. Haspel
In
differs, from any of the others thus far whirh hns never heen officially im
board overwhelmingly
Republican, math speaking
:idge the whole works?
said today:
put forth by the commission in that posed upon it, but it has always acted distributed them to the large crowd
election cannot be called
yesterday's
'As announced In a card in the New
Instead of being a monograph on
lnal congregated at ine Homeiana oi- un to it"
'
re during tne past aecaae a defeat for the Republican party. Mexican today I have sold out to John
flee to attend the irrigation
single subject it consists, as its title
is
what
do
Democrats
the
Unless
been very erratic in its city ele
who when the care and forethought
shows, of "interviews on the banking
right. It will be In the powe of the
g
Fo(jr
IN
PROGRESS OF IRRIGATION
and currency systems of England,
of our busy delegate was explained to
ticket went down Republicans to tie them hand and
Republican
MEXICO.
NEW
.
France, Germany, Scotland and Italy.'
to defeat. In 1900, Dr. J. H. Sloan foot. That ought to assure the square
In the form of question and answer
Within the last two years there has resolution of 'thanks to Hon. W. defeated
deal all around.
Major R. J. Palen for mayor
the salient facts about the banking been
.
Anarews tor remembering so gengreat activity in our Territory
90 majority. In 1904, A. R. Gibson
by
system of each country are developed
- erously
the hard worked housewives
the lines of irrigation and powIs there any reason for expecting
efeated Jose D gena by 184 majorlty,
with a clearness of detail intelligible along
esti- - and farmers of this new, pioneer com- lg0(. j gparka was defeated by that Theodore Roosevelt will oppose
to the average reader, while at the er projects. It Is conservatively
ltUe fll9lon candidate by 102 votes and President Taft? Did President Roose
'same time technically sufficient for mated that the Territory has a water mu"yThe people were well pleased and
to irrigate at least'
now Arthur gellgman wal(s lnt0. ot. velt expect or had he the right to exthe banking expert. Especially Inter supply sufficient
one
satlsfacand
all
their
expressed
two million acres of land and from
In that time, pect that President Taft would be
flce wj(h 2,4 majorltv
the
esting is the exhibit regarding
In
tlon
One
man
many ways.
said, th(j
a Rooseveit echo? Certainly not.
water supply and
RepubIlcanB carried the mayor- only
English system. It was stated by the the calculations of
now
I
nt
I
a
dollar's
Theodore Roosevelt Is not one of the
sorry
bought
officers of the Bank of England, in the the flow of rivers it U estimated that
million horse power can be worth of seed las!.week.' Another de- - chaveB defeate(j Sol SpIegeiberg by men, of whom there are unfortunateInterview conducted under the direc- one-hal- f
out
tion of Senator Aidrich, chairman of generated from its waters. At pres- clared, 'If Billy Andrews don't get 186 votes; in 1902, when I. Sparks was ly too many, to leave his party
or because he
the commission, that there has been ent there are very few Irrigation en statehood it won't be his fault,' and a elected by a plurality of 62 over Judge of mere personal pique
a steady decrease of late years In the terprises and power projects in oper- - motherly lady declared: 'If. Delegate N. B. Laughlln, and Leo Hersch as an couldn't have his 'own way in every
. ,
i sei mo ueoi. uiimei ui . .
"a
tn the fnct that the re-- ""
volume of business conducted in Lon- li nn of
ll,l 110 particular.
. .
ATROCIOUS
,
LYNCHING
, n Sena
don on Saturdays, and the amount of sources of this Territory have not hIi re next fall it's either because
h
190g
Arthur Seligman will
OUTRAGE IN TEXAS.
,
the notes withdrawn from the bank on heretofore been developed. However, ne won t come to .vicintosn or we fail- - defeated Marcellno Carcia by 125 ma. Mayor-elec- t
a good administration.
that day Is now, as a general rule, within the last two years there have ed to get rain.'
In 1900, Hon. Thomas B. Cat- give the city
jority.
Ies- - me l00; flnd nere 18 zoning
The council should work with him
Jail Breaker Murdered by a Mob and
very much less than on the other days been filed applications for permits to'
ron, on a citizens' ticket, defeated I.
His Son Also Hanged But Cut
harmoniously and for the upbuilding
of the week. The balance outstand- annronrlnto wnlpr on nvpr thre nun- - Bl tne luture senator trom New Jlex- 162 votes.
Republican,
by
Sparks,
of Santa Fe.
Down Before Death Ensued.
ing at the Jose of the day generally dred projects varying in size from a ico.'
. fhoTJ,
therefore, a material shrink- Bmall ditch to a very large Irrigation
Chief Justice
about
fake
That
story
THE
INWARDNESS OF THE FIGHT.
Whatever bitterness has been en
age.
nrnWt Of th. nmWt. th filing
Houston, Texas, April 5. After a
Benedict of New Mexico, In the good
On Mondays notes are withdrawn
sensational escape from jail, Frank
gendered by methods and men In the
indicate an intended area to be Jrrl- -' K may be of interest to people in days of old having
pronounced
New
In larger quantities than usual In orMexico
followed
who
have
the
Bates, was lynched by hanging In Jail
gated of nearly four million acres.
murderer municipal campaign should be quicksentence upon
der to replenish tills after the reducat Centerville last night. Dolly Bates,
ly forgotten in the work of building
,A. .
it lo rpnflllv seen thnt soma nf intricacies of the Ballinger-Pincho- t
uu
"SuugB
CHARLES
tion in the amounts held on the preHASPELMATH,
aw
h
battIe.
and
his
son, was also strung up, but cut
,Jaos
here a great city.
testimony that
the
have
the
able a3 lt ,9 unseemly coming from
vious Saturday, whilst on Fridays, waterprojects or
Who Retired From Business Today. down before life was extinct.
The
of water. tt certain 'ederal official left out of the bench, Is making its periodical
the
supply
duty
also, the withdrawals are above the
two Bates were ring leaders In a jail
It Is to be hoped that a solidly ReHowever, there are a great many very vmce m AlasKa naa Deen onerea 5 !rouna" an the aen,al of lts trutb ,s
average to nwt, the demands ocea-- l line
000 to S10.000 Indirectlv for an article
both
were
delivery.
wounded,
They
council will not be a
projects,
' ""' There are- publican
Stoned by weekly payments, such as
that here In New i"'""1
to Democratic mayor Arthur Sel- Pflueger who Is a thorough business ns was jailer St. John. All of the Jail
The climatic conditions are such attacking Balllnger,
breakers were recaptured.
quite a number of romances of Btlrwages, etc.
igman. When it comes to the welfare man and in whom the public of Santa
da'8 ' New, M"!f.
offered'$Ci0oo If he told the story
The increased total at the close of that the Territory, with the exception
of Santa Fe there should be no petty Fe may place Implicit confidence. I
attain
each quarter is occasioned by with of a few places, Is adapted to the rais of his differences with the Taft admin- ing repeated
wish to thank one and nil of my pat- ACROSS CONTINENT
politics.
TO DEBATE.
drawals to meet payments due on the ing of fruits. The large amount of sun- istration, but turned the offer down some semblance of being real hisrons for the klndnesB
they have
a
as
embodied
are
In
a
time,
four quarter days, Lady Day, Midsum- shine gives to the fruit
Los Angeles, Cal
splendid cold. It Is these Incidents that reveal tory and
April 6. After
the board ot education shown me during the dozen or more
Politically
of
as
the
of
legends
color while the cool nights that are the Inwardness of the
mer, Michaelsmas, and Christmas.
part
one of the longest trips ever made by
history just
fight against old about Romulus and Remus, or the will he Republican but lt Is to be years I have been in business here
The large total at the beginning of prevalent throughout the Territory
store to my a college debating team, the orators
Balllnger, the same old fight of cer- valiant
hoped that politics will play no part and in transfering my
be
and
Achilles
of
Ajax
deeds
August of late years generally
I hope my patrons may of Cornell University Ithaca, N. Y.,
the hardens the fruit, making lt a good tain eastern interests that is directed
In the
of the public
but that should not be the schools. management
fore
maximum for the year Is due to keeper and a good shipper.
transfer their good will to him, too." will meet the champion
against the west, that is keeping New case Troy,
or
record
In
matters
of
withdrawals for holiday and harvest
Judicial
Mr. Haspelmath la a native of Ger- of the University of southern Call
One of the best Irrigation projects Mexico and Arizona out of the Union
within the memory of men now living.
purposes, whilst the low figures which In the Territory Is known as the that is
and comes of a noble family. fornia this evening. The commission
many
reclamation
the
of
seat
jiaking
Clovis, the county
Cunry He went to sea at an
Benedict yarn should be
usually occur in the middle of Februearly ago and system of municipal government is
canal which takes water Ice so obnoxious to western people The Judge
considDemocrats
which
the
county,
to oblivion
The
ary may be attributed to the absence out of the Hondo river and
rose from cabin boy to captain. He the subject under discussion.
- consigned
it
Is
crethat
hated
irrigates
ered
their
Gibraltar
of
a
though
primarily
political
of any holiday demand and to the fact
has crossed the ocean fifty or more Cornell men will have all expenses
ten thousand acres of land ly- - ated to benefit the west. It looks like
nearly
slid
into
the
own,
Republiyesterday
s
that reaction after Christmas, coupled
of the sum having
times and has been all over the world, paid,
Albuquerque cast twice as n.any can column by 145 majority.
Bully and has had many
with the comparative absence of visit- lng near the banks of the Pecos river a huge conspiracy to strike at the
thrilling experi- been guaranteed by the local univerors to London, causes the retail trade in the southeastern part ot the Terr!- - west at every turn, for the spirit of votes as Santa Fe yesterday which for Clovis!
ences In China and other countries. sity and
by the Cornell
to be less active than in the second tory. Under this irrigation project the west is blamed for the sweeping indicates that the Duke City has just
While here he has shown a great In- Alumni of southern California.
the farmers are all very prosperous as Investigation Into flnanciai methods, twice the number of inhabitants that
W. H. Andrews wired last terest in
und fourth quarters.
Delegate
the-ci- ty
archaeology and has explorof the Holy Faith has. Even
The conferences brought out the they get high returns for the produce the spirit of Independence which
night for the election returns from ed many interesting
in the
CONFER ON HOOK WORM.
fact that the Bank of England, con- raised. They are catering to the pro- - Is Invadine the nacred citadel on WrII Roswell cast more votes than this town Santa Fe. The answer did not help county and territory. places
He has many
because this city refused to take the cause of statehood
Nashville, Tenn., April 6. A cammuch.
trary to most banking Institutions, is duction of alfalfa and fruit, alfalfa street and Is cleaning out the Augean and
very
exIn
friends
Fe
scores
and
Santa
In its suburbs when it had a chance
paign against the hookworm was Inorganized upon the principle of "One yielding from three to five tons per stables of poltlcal corruption in New
pressed regret that he has resigned augurated in Tennessee when the city
man, one vote," instead of eivin acre and sold In the market from ten York; that has compelled life lnsur-t- o it will appear fourth or fifth down
from
Mr.
the
business
community.
Now the Fourth Ward will get liat
of that
and county health officers
vmen jo snarenoiders in
fifteen dollars per ton. The or- - ance business to be placed on a sound the list of New Mexico towns for the
next ten years. It is a had handicap, school house. The Democratic plat- Pfieuger will probably come here to state met here In the call of the
to their stock holdings. It proportion
Is neces- cbards, principally apples, net up Into and safe basis and that is cutting
take
Mr.
store
of
the
in
May.
charge
beform promises It, and the Republi
State Board of Health. It Is the gensary, however, for a proprietor, as the hundreds of dollars per acre deep into the trusts that have been and so much the more regrettable,
Pfleuger's stepson, Elmer Sayle, is eral opinion of prominent physicians
cause it coiNd have been ao easily cans are for it.
shareholders are called, to have
now working at the store.
500 where they are properly cared for.
regulating prices and things to suit avoided.
that
the ravages of the hookworm
of stock In order to have a vote, and The duty of water under this canal themselves. The west Is bound to win
have been exaggerted, although it Is
A Greater Santa Fe Is of more Im
as the stock Is quoted at about
last
fear-anseason
was
system
two
in
hundred
but
d
267
the meanwhile men, true,
The
crime of bank rob portance just now than a political vicproper preRoswell Now Has Two Dally Papert admitted that unless
the market value of the amount resixteen acres per one acre foot of less and upright, must be martyrs to bers atdastardly
Pittsburg yesterday Is onlj tory. Altogether therefore for the old
been ventive measures are taken at once
quired to give- - a vote is about $6,500 water used, thus, the use of the water the hate of those eastern
The
has
Democrat
JJally
Interests, one of a series of similar crimes that town!
the menace may assume alarming pro
There is no limit to the number of Is
launched at Roswell, giving that city portions. The conference will confairly good. The canals and laterals and New Mexico must defer hone have Btartled the country the past
nhares which may be held by
one or this project when first constructed after hope of coming Into Its own as few
any
two daily Democratic papers.
tinue, through tomorrow.
years. It shows that a determinare
noisun, our. added holdings do
Autopsies and post mortems
not leaked very badly subbing out consld- - a state,
ed man may single handed wage war- uncalled
for.
give increased voting power. ' There erable land the
The election returns
first
two
one
or
years
fare upon society, upon authoritlesi talk for themselves.
are at present about 10,000
proprie- that It was user", hut since the canals
There is this consolation to the upon laws, upon the public safety. It
tors, and they are authorized to
elect
been
was
have
sealed
silt
the
eleven
seems like an Intolerable condition
that
and
by
candidates, Republicans
the governor and directors
is Republican, of course.
to carried in the water it Is estimated Democrats, who were defeated
and
make
yester and one of the causes is the great Is Socorro
for the conduct
Bursum's bailiwick.
of the that less than ten per cent is lost in
some of the best men this leniency shown criminals. Sickly senbank, provided the
are not re- - the canal and the land that was day, that
nation has ever had have been defeat-thoug- timentality it may well be called and
to be ruined is gradually be- - ed and that defeat is not so much the by making law abiding men and wom MEXICO LINES MAY CANThe chief legal restriction
upon
Ing reclaimed and Is making some of measure of the weakness of the van- - en its victims indirectly, it should
character of the directorate J
CEL ALL THROUGH RATES.
criminals are
the best farms under the system.
quished as it 1b of the strength of the have no weight when
of England or naturalized,"
There are a great many good pro- - victor. Even in local history, Jose D. brought to Justice.
San Antonio, Texas, April 6. For
Practice the selection is conflnTd Jects and, of course, a large number Sena was defeated for mayor during
:
An Estancla man has set out Jf.500 the purpose of developing the Mexi,
to thno
of
are
be
to
that
poor
was
elected
before
the
projects
decade
he
trying
ur
paBt
nave been mem- 0,0
.
.
k
trees. Not so many years ago, the can ports along the Gulf, the National
promoted at present. Within the last to that place and I. Sparks went down
di Lines of Mexico may in the near fuexcluding bankers, brokers, bill dls few months there has been consider- - to defeat after he had carried the writer standing on the Morlarty
beautiful ture cancel all through rates with
WAY
""inters, or directors of other banks able activity in several valleys In the city for the mayoralty. George W. Ar- - vide and looking over the
and vast Estancla plain, saw only one American railroads. The matter has
towards Irrigation by pump- - mijo has been defeated in his own
Terrltory
small clump of trees and that at the been under consideration
for some
COLONIST
There Is no Inspection
an lng from the underflow. The princl- - ward for city office and J. W. Akers Estancla springs while the rest of time and definite action in favor of
on by the government
pal valleys having a large underflow has been a victor once before. The the
the
tat
OF
or
homes.
was
1b
trees
without
the ports
Dank
expected within a few
reqlllred
are the Portales, Melrose, Estancla, whirllKiK of time brines defeats and A plain
change has been wrought days. It is understood that the Namighty
statement, of Its vosMo
Mlmbres
and the Alamogordo valleys, victories to the same persons and it the
Mt
past five years and the homes now tional Lines will also use this In oreXerClS9 great
over In some of these valleys they wish to In best to be philosophical about it number thousands and the orchards der to
London money market, Pwr
get better terms from the
Its branch- have a centrally located gas producer victory docs not always come to the scores.
But what an incentive to American trunk lines on long hauls.
es are limited ,o U- -2 ln London
and power plant for pumping water while 'deserving nor defeat to those who Santa Fe to set out trees when this With
8 in the provinces.
Vera
Cruz developed bb a first
In others they are figuring on pump- - have courted It
is being done on a plain which ten class
by their actions,
The Bank of England does not
FROM
port the American roads would
make lng water from water power. In many
years ago every one regarded as un- have to
such a specialty of
the National what is
give
fall of the river Is so great
the
places
Physicians are crowding the lawyers fit, for settlement, and when only six known as water rates or lose pracfor small amounts as Is the case at
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
that the power generated
from
years ago many shook their heads as
jrmnK
and ....j
tically all of their through and long
uj
mi uivt'ii mi I inr nr wflrnr ta Bnmtiar,, rn .1.1
was elected mayor of Albuquer Frank Dlbert set out the first fruit haul business.
TO
Lank oi uHimany, Thn vhiA
pump several times the amount of wa- que. Physicians
ran against each trees In the valley at Antelope
Railroad men in a position to know
iod of maturity of bills discounted is
Springs.
ter used in generating power.
other at Raton, and of course, one of
are of the opinion that the cancellafrom forty to fifty days, but upon the
them was elected, -- At Roswell, a phytion of the present rate contracts by
average their size was estimated by
With three physicians on the school the National would divert all freight
The city council remains solidly Re- sician was elected as head of the Prothe officers at about
1,000.
Two
British names are required upon a bill publican. The only Democratic Vote hibition ticket. Santa Fe has elected hoard and one in the city council, to Vera Cruzz and the steamer lines
discounted, one of which must be the would be that of John H. Walker three physicians to Its board of edu- Santa Fe ought to get over Its three the system operates from that point.
acceptor, and four months Is fixed as should the tie be decided in his favor. cation and has one physician in its hundred year old manana illness. At The National Lines are controlled by
SELLING DATES
the maximum maturity except in a While George W. Armljo and Canute city, council While the defeated candl-Alarl- d least, there ought, to be an enforce the Mexican government and are the
few cases, where six months are alregulations In result of a gigantic merger brought
although elected by Demo- - date for city treasurer is a physician, ment of quarantine
lowed. The various classes of mark- cratlo voters and running against the As far as reports go, not a single
the future, and very likely the much about two years ago. The system 1b
etable securities quoted on the Londesired medical Inspection of the operated on practically government
Republican nominees claim al- - yer vaa elected to any municipal
don Stock Exchange, with the excep- slllon In the Torritory yesterday.
schools,
to Republican principles,
ownership lines,
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with this momentous historical event
as nucleus, might writs eplcally of
what the wheel In all its uses haB
wrought since then. Commerce, industry and society must bo grouped
into distinctive eras all down the
world's history; and the trail days,
the epoch making pioneer days of this
vast western country, have passed
Into history as the pralrlo schooner
era, following the rotary achievement
of the ambitious Spaniard.
The writer has expended almost unlimited time' and effort In the endeavor
to estobllsh the early history of the
Santa Fe trail, In this research both
termini of the trail have been visited.
Kansas City has its terminal appropriately marked with a hronzo tablet.
Along the levee In St. Louis a few ot
the old buildings remain where merchandise was packed and shipped. Mile
after mile of the route I have pounded
along, drawn by the Iron horse over
the track of the trail and from the car
window Its ruts were still discernible.
Way down In the southwest corner
of Kansas, far from the encroaching
railroad, one may behold the nils of
tho trail sunk so deeply into the brow
of a hill as it dips down to cross the
Cimarron river that a miniature
has been formed. This you see
as you journey due east from Richfield
behind your patient, plodding ponies.
And Invariably tho traveler, whoever
he be, stops and thinks a while. Then,
too, on one of those mythical autumn
days wllh its

the swirling wator beneath, the village site being now almost wholly
washed away by the undermining
river), and on foot, alono, Insufficiently armed, turned bis face toward the
white adobe walls pf Santa Fe, announcing that he was going to visit
another world. And be did! He got
to Santa Fe and perished miserably,
aftor conqerlng unspeakable dangers
and hardships In the 2,000 miles of
his lonely journey. He bequeathed but
one thing of value to history, that being that quite without studied effort
he adhered to the course across the
plains laid down by Coronado and
later by the French traders.
In the Old Trail Day
We crosB the prairies as of old
fathers
Our
crossed the sea,
To make the west as they the east
The homestead of the free.

guard duty on this long stretch across
Kansas prior to the Civil war.
The traffic on the trail was In full
blast In 1831, In that year Council
Grove established Itself as an Important refuting center, Burllngabe became a recognized stopping place,
where perhaps several days would be
passed before the Journey was resum
ed. If we take ft representative year
the magnitude of the commerce over
this trail may be estimated. In 1847
9,884 wagons left Kansas City for Santa Fe over the Santa Fe trail. Had all
of the pralrlo schooners been ranged
end to end In a single line that line
would have been 223 miles long.
These nearly 10,000 wagons were
drawn by 98,840 mules and oxen, carrying merchandise weighing 59,304,000
in one year alone.
pounds
And today they are marking It! Almost at the eleventh hour, more than
s
af a century after that
great artery of pioneer progress was
opened up to the commerce of the new
western world, landmarks for the pres.
ervatlon of the original route of the
trail are being placed from one end of
Kansas to the other. In Missouri, and
particularly In Kansas City, bronze
tabletB are used on all buildings fronting lha old highway. In New Mexico, atill quite virgin, no special commemorative work has been undertaken.
The Kansas Monuments.
The manner In which this work has
been projected In Kansas Is particularly engaging. At the Instigation of
the Daughters ot (he American Revolution every school child In the Sunflower stato gave one penny to the
fund. The legislature appropriated a
modest sum for the good cause and
the Santa Fe railway transported the
monuments free of charge. Red granite boulders from the quarries of Okla
homa, weighing from 6 to 1,600
pounds, were appropriately inscribed
in panel effect, the remainder of the
shaft, in most cases, being left in the
rough. Boards of trade, chambers of
commerce, women's
clubs, school
boards and the Individual schools
themselves participated In impressive
ceremonies at tho unveiling of these
monuments. Committees of old timers
all'along the route were chosen to go
out and Identify the trail and frequently they were aided by the deep
ruts still plainly to be seen. It was a
notable event to see one such committee, at Garden City, Kan., composed of first settlers and "Uncle" Billy
Fulton, "the first man to lay down his
blanket In the western half of the
state, speed over the old trail in a
powerful automobile, emphasizing the
striking contrast between the Old and
the New. Was it strange that in the
writer's mind I here arose at the sight
the specter of the old ox team with
Its precious freight, tolling westward
across a blistering prairie at from 15
to 20 miles a day?
Little by little the farming evidences
of a famous trail are vanishing. The
old ruts are fast being obliterated by
torrential rains or tho plow ot the husbandman.
Intersected
by fences,
usurped by the inevitable locomotive,
or, more romantic still, traversed by
the great steam plow, the traces of the
trail ore slipping from our sight. The
hnrdy pioneers have bequeathed to a
new generation the rich heritage, too
often spurned. B.;ones are never bygones when we speak in the language
of the old trail era.

(By Jessie H. Bultum.)
"It wound through strange, sacred
hills
Goveiment.
Down canyons lono
Where wild things screamed
"I Intend to give as close attention
Springfield, 111., April 6. The elecWith winds for company;
I
am
now
to
Quite naturally the Santa Fe trail
that
the city's uffalr9,
tions in two hundred and Blxty cities
Its milestones were tho bonea of pio
had two eastern starting points, as Its
and townB In Illinois yesterday on the elected mayor, as to my own per
neers."
commerce was drawn from a wide and
Baloon issue, indicate a tendency to sonal business. I shall use every efpromiscuous area. Furs and like comreturn to the "wet" column. Many fort to give value for every dollar
While California seeks to preserve
modities came from the far northern
cities having large populations were expended of the city's money. I wish to posterity her ancient landmarks,
reaches hundreds of miles down the
to
a business administration with and the work ot El Camlno
goes
recaptured bv the "wets." The reports a give
realy
business system as the keynote."
Mississippi river. Freight and manushow that thirty-nin- e
"dry" towns
Missouri
Kansas,
on,
enthusiastically
So said Arthur
factured articles, starting from as far
Sellgman, Santa and New Mexico are engaged In a simwent "wet," nineteen "wet" towns
east as Boston and New York and
"wet" towns Fe'B mayor elect, in discussing his ilar work ot even greater magnitude
went "dry," seventy-twtoday.
policies
crossing Pennsylvania were floated
hunone
while
retained the saloon,
"While there are a number of things and of equal historic Importance. The
down the Ohio to Cape Girardeau,
remained
towns
ot
Is
ten
one
trail
and
dred
"dry"
thence up tho Mississippi 200 miles to
that 1
lo accomplish perhaps marking of the Santa Fe
true to their colors. Hockford, ono of this Is hope
not just the time to discuss the notable commemorative enterprisSt. Louis. Independence lays claim to
es
the largest cities in the middle west them at
the
of
day.
length," he continued. "For
being the terminus and starting point;
of
ease
Its
with
without saloons, Decatur, Dryden and a
In
the
present day,
so does KansaB City. Vlrtunlly, howlong time I have desired to see at
Belvldere are among the towns where least two lending streets or avenues transcontinental travel, but little is
ever, St. Louis merits that distinction.
the "dry" victories ot two years ago In Santa Fe 'parked.' By that I mean realized of the hardships of pioneer
All merchandise
originated at St.
were reversed. The "wet" majorities to have trees and flowers in their cen pilgrimage. It is almost discomforting,
Louis or beyond, and was carried up
"Mist on the far horizon,
most
the
to
when
one
wants
were reduced at Itock Island and
very
get
ter, leaving driveways on either side
the Mississippi river to Westport landThe Infinite, tender sky,
and thus allowing carriages to pass to out of a transcontinental trip and see
ing, which was a part of KansaB City,
rich tint of the cornfields
Democrats Oust the Republicans In the right In going up the street and the most popular sights, to have bo The ripe,
and was then transferred to the wait
And the wild goose sailing high."
Chicago.
to the left In coming down. This Is wide a range ot choice, for there are
ing wagons forming into caravans for
Chicago, April 6 The complexion seen in large cities and adds greatly many lines over which the tourist may
I have tramped over many miles of the long trek to Santa Fe. The legal
of Chicago's city council was changed to the beauty of the thoroughfare and go ten or a dozen, perhaps. In the
tender
in those days was the universal
the trail west from Newton, Kan., just
In
from Republican to Democratic.
city generally. I should like to see trail era, in the old days of the prairie
of Mexican dollar,
and these same
tne thirty-fivwards the Democrats Washington avenue and Lincoln ave schooner, there were but two known to feel the Indescribable Ihrill born
backward through clear eyes schooners would return from their
looking
Reelected twenty-fiv- e
candidates.
Ezra
nue thus parked. But this will be routes, both of them hazardous.
as they saw who traversed trading pilgrimage laden with this
publicans twelve and Independents disrusBed later.
Meeker has made memorable the best that see
s
of a precious commodity, which they had
same ruts
two.
"In regard to the Santa Fe land known of these two routes, the old those
received In exchange for their goods.
The election was characterize ' by a grant I understand that It has never Oregon trail; of the other but little Is century ago.
In hlRtorlc, medieval old Santa he, a And the bandits waxed fat because ot
crusade by the Municipal A ters' been surveyed. I wish to have It heard.
I have nosed this. Indian attacks were not half so
organ I; tlon, surveyed and If the sales alleged to
League, a
The curious passersby who crowd city of 10,000 population,
ol
against the selection of alleged grey have been made from this grant are around the pathetic ox team and its about among the revered relics of that menacing as the tearful onslaughts
when goods from "the these desperadoes, who pillaged withwolves" for the new city council. The illegal I wish to see them set aside,
driver in the streets of San glorious time
grizzled
new council will he composed of not
east" poured In Interminably over out mercy. These returning caravans,
only for the sake of the people Francisco today have a pitifully poor far
thirty-nin- e
twenty-nin- e
the dusty trail In a conglomerate if they started back in early spring,
Democrats,
now citizens of Santa Fe but for their
of the significance of it all.
conception
stream of "bull whackers," oven, were fortunate to reach Westport
Republicans and two Independents. children.
An old man, white of hair, distinctly of
Alderman John C. Coughlln of the
a personnel of 10 nationali- landing in July.
Public Accounts.
a time long past, but devoting nn in- mules and
iirst ward was
the canvas covered
Famous Outfitting Stations.
by a large
"I wish to have the city's expendit- herent,
born energy to the In- ties escorting
pioneer
majority.
schooners traveling in gigantic "caraures and receipts made public and it
Independence, Mo., ond Leaventhe
of
generation!
present
spiring
new
council
is
will
the
It
probable
Is my intention to have
statements
the vans" of ofttimes hundreds of wagons worth, Kan., now, as then, a United
have to deal with tne problem of con- published from time to time so that There Is vastly more to it than
There today is the same States fort, were the accepted fitting
sale of a souvenir postcard or together.
paltry
sub-wa- y
a
and
passenger
"fonda" or hotel where all were enter out stations tor the traffickers on the
structing
the public may know what Is going on a
Like
ot
travel.
book
disingenuous
with gas and telephone rates.
and what use is being made of the
The structure is wholly unal trail. The two tributary branches oca huge transparency we may (If we tained.
Except for the arrest of about forty taxpayers money.
and Its plastered adobe walls, to casioned by this ramification had their
dollar
tered,
Every
of
the
look
the
..
will)
through
picture
saloon Ueepers for keeping open in should be accounted for."
the listening ear rightly attuned, will confluence at Wilmington, Wabaunse
humble oxen chewlngtheir cud, and
the voting period, the election was
Police System.
tell strange tales of barter and blood- county, Kan., making that an exwith
Beat
on
man
old
the
the
wagon.
quiet. The suffragettes attempted to
While Mr. Sellgman did not go into
shed, gayety and gambling, and all tremely important port. Taking the
Jan-so4 wedge in a vote when Dr. Sara
detail as regards his plans for the the afterglow of an almost forgotten the curious admixture of an extreme Santa Fe route today, or the
"
In
the
era
his
eyes,
beyond
lingering
at
demandthe
polls and
appeared
policing of Santa Fe, he declared that
as It Is famllarly siiokon of In
frontier town mellowed by Its absolute
ed a ballot; her name appeared on it Is his Intention to have the city canvas covered "schooner," upon the
For Santa Fe is Span railroad lingo, from the moment you
rush and turmoil and heartlessness of foreign setting.
the list of "registered voters," but she policed and to have a
ia much of the genuine enter Kansas on the east you ride for
policeman alIn ish. There
of
the
new
this
was not allowed to vote.
order
age
things,
one
at
ways
place where a call may
500 miles over the original track of
blood flowing there.
Social Democrats Sweep Milwaukee. be sent for his services. "This will which we can not stop for a moment to Spanishcan
One
easily see how extremely the trail, today rock ballasted and
Milwaukee, April 6. The
bo nothing more than carrying out a look backward, in which it is so easy difficult It must be to fathom the earspiked. It followed the "high divide"
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cause by his election because a
with one exception. The new council Democrat has been elected and add- "Lest you forget." His era labored and route of the Santa Fe trail was estab encountered, however, where no water
there runs an unbroken his- was to be obtained, beginning where
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Many reforms are advocated by the Mexico vote to suit themselves and treated these old trails; remember the have dared those plains traversed
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they
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that antedates the Oregon trail-- ' by well known and famed way point on
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Republican. It has been al- them in stagnant surroundings in the
and light plants, sprinkling the streets leged that this was not the case and east and that carried them across hundreds of years. Let us see :
the journey. Sometimes It took as
Coronado Followed Route.
by the street railway company over I think it is going to help show that many states and many mountains, over
much as a day to get a small caravan
its various lines, a seat for every pas- we are qualified for statehood if
It is established "beyond a reason- over the treacherous sands of the Ar
fearful deserts and noisome waste
any
A. M. Butler, U. 8. pension exam
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he says has done very well, con- Fe and Pike's peak; forget not Stod nado traversed the almost Identical had to be forded was at Elm creek. ed James O. Fitch who was trans
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sidering the limited funds at its dis- dard and Pike and Lewis and Clark route of the to be Santa Fe trail. It The Cimarron river, In the extreme ferred to New Orleans, Is In Santa Fe
company's franchise governs the rate posal.
and Portola and all the long galaxy possibly may be of sufficient Interest southwest corner of Kansas, was at
on official business.
of fare and the state railway rate
"I expect to receive the support of of ploueers now enshrined In an im just hero to explain that the writer of most seasons of the year dry and thus today
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In Santa Fe today.
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Ezra Meeker's Appeal.
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was equally bitter at first time In six years the Democrats around the Horn, special expeditions they followed the way taken by De nee rock, where there was more blood- Roberts of the United States treasury
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Clovis Surprises Democrats
by Voting in a Republican
Mayor
SOCORRO AND LAS VEGAS SAFE

Bitter Municipal

Fight

in

Shows Gains

forG.0. P.
Roswell, April 6. The no license
ticket was elected at yesterday's election in this city, George T. Veal for
mayor, having a majority of 30 votes
over J. Smith Lea, Democrat. The total vole was 1,160. Roswell is the first
city In New Mexico to go dry, although the towns of Artesla, Portales,
Farmington, Aztec ond other towns
are already dry and so is the entire
county of San Juan.
Clovis Furnishes a Surprise.
SpeclaHo tho New Mexican...
Clovis, N. M., April 6. The Republicans elected their candidate for
mayor by 143 majority.
Harry Crawford was named as
hurriedmayor against W. D.
ly chosen by the central committee to
take the place of the regular Democratic nominee, James Klely, master
mechanic who after being nominated,
received at the last moment definite
information that he could not enter
the race.
Quiet Election in East Las Vegas.
East Las Vegas, X. AL, April 6.
The election which took place here
resulted In the entire fusion ticket being elected by big majorities. The Independent ticket whclh come In the
field at the last minute, made only a
fair showing. Theday was perfect
and the voting was heavy. The election was quiet throughout the city. In
the town of Las Vegas the Republican
ticket, which was In an unopposed
Held, was elected.
Republicans Make Galna In Albuquerque.

In Albuquerque, yesterday, the Democratic candidate for mayor Lester
was defeated for
the Republican candidate, Dr. John W. Elder
slipping In by the narrow majority of
one in a total vote of 2.037. The Republicans also elected their candidate
for city treasurer, O. A. Matson, by
l:!3 majority, while the Democrats reelected their city clerk John
by 87 majority. The Republicans elected two out of four candidates for the city council and three
out of live candidates for the board
of education. One of the remarkable
Republican victories was that of John
Lee Clarke over John Beaven for the
city council by 68 majority.
Republicans Doomed at Raton.
Raton. N. M., April 6. The Citizens'
ticket, composed partly of Democrats
and headed by Dr. J. J. Schuler, for
mayor, won In the election here. Dr.
Schuler's majority over Dr. Strelcher,
the Republican, being 123. The entire
Citizens' ticket had a good majority.
Bursum Wint Easily.
Socorro, N. M., April 6. The regular Republican ticket headed by H. O.
Bursum for mayor, was elected here
today without opposition, the Demo
crats making no attempt to put a
ticket In the field.
Governor Prince
School
Director,
At the. school election on Monday
In the Seventh district of RIo
Arriba
county, Hon. L. Bradford Prince was
unanimously elected school director
for the fourth time. The people expressed a strong desire to obtain a
permanent school house for the district by building or purchase, if possible, during the present year.
Abel Perea
School Director.
At the school election at Bernalillo,
Sandoval county, Abel E. Perea was
school director and a teif
mill levy for public school purposes
was voted.
Election at Cerrillos.
The election for school director at
Cerrillos on Monday resulted In 44
to 36 votes in favor of Jesus
Armijo
who defeated Ramon Sandoval by 8
votes. Bolh candidates are popular
and were qualified for the office and
a good strong fight was- waged
by
(heir friends for them.
MISS

HAYWARD

AND JAMES
DEWITT FRAMPTON WED.

Romance of Two lowana Culminated
This Afternoon Rev. F. W. Pratt
Performed the Ceremony.
The romance of two Iowans was culminated this afternoon when Miss
Wllma Hayward, daughter of Mrs, C.
B. Hayward, of Iowa, and James
Frampton, ot Bonne, la., and
now a business man In Denver, Colo.,
were married at the bride's homo on
Cathedral street. The wedding ceremony was performed by the Rev. F.
W. Pratt, rector of the
Episcopal
church. The bride, who Is a hoantlfnl
blonde, was attired In a princess
gown of blue foulard silk, sprinkled
with daisies and trimmed with old
lace. She carried a bouauet of white- roses. The bridesmaid was her sls- ler, Miss Cora Hayward, who was
gowned In a princess of blue poplin.
trimmed with lace. The best man was
the bride's brother, Joseph B. Hayward, of Morlarty.
The wedding was Informal and only
a few relatives and friends attended
It. Following the ceremony, a wedding breakfast was Berved at the
bride's home. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Frampton left later
for Denver, where
they will reside.
The bride has lived in Santa Fe about
a year and has many friends here.
FATE OF 1,300
,

SALOONS

IN BALANCE.

Detroit, April 4. The fata of mnra
than 1,300 saloons Is being decided in
36 counties in this state
todav. Thn
campaign has- been a strenuous one,
and believed the vote will h
th
heaviest ever polled on this issue In
Michigan.
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PALE EIGHT

,has resigned. Dr. McArthur goes into Young Men's Christian Association
j
I

Wayside Jottings.
THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 1910.
Bitter. Cold at La Vegas It was
five above sero at Las Vegas jester
day and all fruit buds were killed.
Springer to Have Republican Paper
A. S. Bushkevlts, member of the
lust legislature, will establish a Re
Col-tupublican newspaper nt Springer,
county.
Enforcing.

Compulsory Education
Law Eighteen Indictments were re
turned by the grand jury at Albuquer
que for violations of the compulsory
education law.
An Example to Santa Fe County
Commissioners The board of county
commissioners of San Miguel county
has formally accepted the fine new
C.ullinas bridge uniting- the city with
'he town of Las Vegas.
SalBought Fine Building Lots X.
mon has closed a deal by which he
Davidson tract
'acquires the
at the corner of Don Caspar and
Manhattan avenues. He will at once
upon the proposed street from Don
Caspar avenue to Weber street and
will cut up the tract Into building lots
which will be among the best located

work.

Licenses Granted The
Marriage
a
probate clerk at Las Vegas granted
IG SURVEY
marriage license to Juana Rodrlgues,
aged CO years, of Rowe, and Antonio
Sandoval, aged 73 years, of Peeos. He
also Issued a license to a more youth-- : Fine Report Just Completed
fill couple, Caroline Dlgneo, aged 17,
s
by Territorial Engi-nee- r'
and Jullnn Lopez, aged 33. Miss
neo Is of Rlbera and Lopez la a
Office
dent of Sena.
Well
at Obar Obar.
Breathing
a breathing DISTRICT ATTORNEYSHIP FIGHT
Quay county, reports
well. Says the Obar Progress: "Who
is down there and what makes him
breathe so hard? That is the question Charles C. Catron and E.P.
Itself to
which naturally suggests
Davies Are Leading
scores of people who go to Roy Walk- Candidates.
....'a iln.a uMtth nf Ohnp to Invest!- '
.

m
MP

Vegas, was badly burned at Wat- through his successful effort to
a collision with the Flyer.
While running up the grade, a steam
nine exnlnded and filled the cab with
steam.
The fireman Jumped but
Chown Btuck to his post and got his
iiln nut nf the wav of the Fiver lust
what might have
due. preventing
been a fearful accident.
Manuel Martinez y Garcia Is Dea- dnew
Manuel Martinez y Garcia died of
pneumonia this morning aged 73 hours of the-daa
will
find
cup
they
years. He was born and reared in rent of air blowing out of a hole, out
t his
city and was a well known farmer. side of the well casing, with sufficient
u
oem
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The appointment of District Attor
ney E. C. Abbott to be judge of the
territorial supreme court leaves a va
cancy in the district attorneyship
which Governor Mills expects to fill
at an early date. The two avowed
candidates aro Assistant District At
torney Charles C. Catron and Attorney E: P. Davies but there are also
one or two dark horses In the field.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public; Olive Berlin of Obar, Quay county; Alfred B.
Ward, of Animas, Grant county; Benjamin A. Crane of Clayton, Union
county; Owen N. Marion of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; Sixto Chavez
of El Rito, Rio Arriba county; ManChaves
uel G. Praxede of Roswell,
county.
Examination of Insurance Companies.
Peter A. M. Lienau, deputy In the
office of Insurance Commissioner
Chaves, has returned from a
trip during which he examined the National Life Association of Des Moines,
Iowa, and the North American Acci
dent Insurance Company of Chicago
and the latter has been admitted to
do business In New Mexico in his re
port Everywhere in Insurance circles, even in New York, there Is noth
ing but praise for the manner in
which the New Mexico Insurance department Is conducted.
Filed Suit for Divorce.
Suit for divorce was filed today in
the district court tfotr San Juan county
Will-lamby Bessie Williams vs. James P.
The couple were married on
Christmas day, 1907, at Aztec. On
September 18, 1909, Williams was
sentenced to three years In the penitentiary for robbing the postolllce at
La Plata and for that reason the peti
tioner asks for divorce and restoration of her maiden name Bessie
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tarkjfearjjook.

tjor 1310

teidy to mill. It will be lent to any penon interested in
on receipt o( 7 cents to cover pottage. The
Stark Year Book for 1910 represent! an entirely new idea in
mmervmen'i literature it li a work of art at well at a
e
illustration of
Within its coven are 32
catalogue of Stark Nursery product!.
fruits and flowers, representing 175 varieties, done in four colors, and exactly reproducing
10
are
gnu
e
aevoiea
nature,
icuiui.
pages
actcripnons, puces,
Stirk Delicious, the apple that has revolutionized orchard planting and established a
new standard of apple values (telling at $10.00 per bushel box this year); Stark King
David, another apple of wondrout quality ind merit; Stirk King Philip, a hardy black
grape of California grapt quality, and dozens of the very best things in the horticultural
world are fully described, illustrated, and priced.
To any one planting one tree or many, of fruits or ornamental, this book it of
k
a guide to proper selection.
inestimable value a horticultural
Stirk trees have stood the supreme test of actual planting for 85 yean they are the
yard-sticby which all other nursery products are measured they are the first choice of
thit country s most successful orchard isti. The success of the orchard is dependent on
the kind and quality of tree planted. Stark varieties are the best of the belt. Our record
of 85 years of successful selling it a potitive guarantee of tree quality.
Btfort yon deddt to tup, und T centt for tht Start '
Year Boot do it today iifort the edition It ixkausud.
U

Stark Bro's Nurseries and Orchards Co.

.
LETTER FROM
THE WINDMILL CITY.

Great Demand for Day Laborers-L- ate
Frost Only Did Slight
Damage to Orchard.
Deming, N. M., April 6. The school
directors and bond election was held
yesterday for district No. 1, Luna
The candidates for the pocounty,
sition of school director were Dr. P.
M. Steed and
H. B. iStrlckler. The
term of office 1b three years. The
oilier directors aro M. M. Kllllnger
and J. A. Mahoney. Voters also Bald
either "yes" or "no" to the proposed
Issuance of bonds for the erection of
a high school building to the amount
of JiU.OOO, to beur live per cent Interest per annum. Great Interest Is being shown in this election and there
was a very heavy vote polled. Doming takes great pride In its public
schools, and the feeling is general
that (he schools now are second to
none In the Territory.
W. T. Gorman, the veteran orchard-1s- t
of the upper Mlmbres, is in town
today.' He reports that the injuries
to the orchards In Ills vicinity from
the late frosts are very Blight.
He
says that his peaches have failed just
In
twice
the last twenty-siyears
a fairly good record. Mr. Gorman's
g
orchards produced some of the
apples at the El Paso fair
last fall.
The Southern Pacific have Included
Deming In the number of stop-ove- r
colonists'
points named In
tickets
sold from eastern points to California.
Originally, these tickets had no stdp- over privileges this side of Califor
nia. Last year, however, three points
In Arizona were named; and beginning March 1, this year, Deming and
Lardsburg, were named in the list.
Over
thirty eastern homeseekers
have availed themselves of this priviat
lege
Deming this month. There
are-- five such tickets on deposit with
the local agent today.
C. J. Laughren and Lee O. Lester
returned today from Las Cruces,
where they attended the reception
tendered the governor by the Las
Cruces chamber of commerce.
W. W. Bridgers, county attorney of
El Paso, is In Deming.
There Is a great demand for day
laborers. The demands of the farmers who are having large bracts of
land grub-behave exhausted the
available supply of labor of this character. Most of the grubbing here is
done by contract, the prices
ranging
from five to eight dollars
per aore,
depending upon the nature of the soil
and the thickness of the mesquite.
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of
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driving
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tine business. The members present
at the concentrator and crushed to doesn't merely want to grow but It according to expectations.
Horticultural
Society Meeting A
You will be pleased to note that not were C. H. Connor of Albuquerque,
death. Shannon who was 49 years of wants to beautify, It looks to the fuHorticula single point in New Mexico has dis president; C. L. Parsons of Roswell,
age. was unmarried. He was the first ture. Says a dispatch from the Magic meeting of the New Mexico
and C. A. Wheelon of
tural Society will be held tomorrow
white child born at Cheyenne, Wyom- City:
couraged this visit of Mr. Pattenglll.
"Tree planting is very much in or- evening at 7:30 o'clock at the offices
Enthusiastic meetings are being plan Santa Fe, secretary and treasurer,
ing, and became one of the pioneer
San Diego Exposition,
residents of Grant county. At one der In Clovls. Hundreds of citizens of the Santa Fe Water and Light Comned for every city and town and I am
Tvler W. Louchrey. chairman of
time he was a member of Buffalo have planned both trees and grass pany. All are invited to attend.
expecting great results educationally.
Mrs. J.
Death of Mrs. J. H. Crist
about their homes, and on vacant city
Dill's Wild West show.
Getting Together Census Enumerators the committee on exploitation of the
in Santa Fe, died
William F. Brogan, secretary 01 tne Panama-Californi- a
Exposition, was In
Making the Desert Bloom Another lots, and as a result the city looks H. Crist well known
Commercial Club is taking a live In- Santa Fe today to make preliminary
colonization project within ten miles like a new forest grove. The farmers at Monero, Rio Arriba county, her
will
Mr.
Crist
tei-es- t
of Bernalillo arrangements for the participation of
In the census
of Santa Fe Is taking shape. A large from near town have reaped quite a home in recent years.
county and will strain every point to New Mexlvo in the exposition. Mr.
tract at the foot of the mountains will harvest from the sale of trees from bring the remains of his wife to Santa
and
on
Denver
or
Fe
four
three
Thursday evening's
see to it that Albuquerque ana .Ber Loughrey is an old newspaper man
be reclaimed. On the tract Is also a their forests planted
Funeral services
to city residents who want Rio Grande train.
nalillo county are given a square deal and a hustler. He secured the assent
very promising copper prospect. The years ago,
such as can be replanted with the will be held at the First Presbyterian
Otero
by the census enumerators. He will of Governor Mills,
prediction Is freely made that within
on Friday forenoon at ten
call a meeting of the enumerators at and Artist Carl Lotave to serve on the
another five years the country be- least amount of exposure. Every day church
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Santa Fe committee and these
tween Santa Fe and Lamy will be
Mrs. Crist was prominent socially
Inlo Clovls and sold on the streets."
ture to get in touch with them and lect a fourth man. Las Vegas and Altled by thrifty farmers who will proChicago, April 4. During the four
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weeks beginning tonight the Windy
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul enthusiasm that Is necessary to
Frank Chavez Hit By Buzz Wagon dence in Santa Fe and had planned to
mittees. The exposition takes place
farm products each year adding that
was i return to this city In the near future. livan and his office force have just
results besides dis In 1915 at San Diego, Calif., and is to City will revel In a songfest of grand
of
Chavez
Frank
good
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